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N othing is as, exciting as the ex-
ploration of Man's past. And noth-

ing is more fascinating than filling in
the Wank spots in our history.

: °nc can almost say that the whole
thing started with Heinrich Schliemann,
the amateur archeologist who, as a
young boy, devoured Home* Iliad and
|who refused to come to terms with the
contention that the battle for Troy
sprang from a poet’s imagination.

Sclrliemann searched for and discover-

ed Troy.

The Hamburg journalist Gerd von
Hassler seized upon a much more im-
portant event In world history, namely
the Great Flood with which God, accor-
ding to the Bible, punished Man for his

sins and destroyed all life on earch -
with one exception: Noah and the in-

habitants of his Ark.
• Hassler is convinced that tills Flood is

not a figment of the imagination. After
all, some 80,000 publications in 72 lan-

guages deal with this subject.

The Journalist's studies are based on
the writings of antiquity, above all the

Gilgmeseh Epic (lie was a Sumarian
king in the period between 2750 and
£600 DC).

• Schlieinonn’s son Paul, the researcher

Otto Muck (AJJes Uber Atlantis -
Everything About Atlantis - published
by Econ Verlag) and the American
Charles Berlitz (The Bermuda Triangle)
are convinced that the Flood took place

10,000 years ago when the earth’s axis

shifted by almost 25 degrees. The bosic
elements fire and water merged into a

deadly chaos, destroying all life in wide
areas.

- Many scientists today suspect that a

huge planetoid hit our earth at that time.
Says Hassler: ‘This Flood has re-

mained in the memory of Mankind bc-
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Noah’s Ark actually crossed the

Atlantic, researcher thinks

cause Noah — or whatever his name
might have been - survived."

How was it possible for a man to es-

cape this world-wide catastrophe? Hass-
ler is firmly convinced that Noah had a
ship.

He bases his contention on tiie

Bible’s description of the Ark, whicii

goes as follows: **A box with a window
on top and a door in the side

”

If we translate window with hatch and
imagine that all hatches were tightly

closed (say with tar) except for a very

small manhole, the whole thing

becomes feasible.

According to Herr von Hassler, “The
door in the side corresponds to the

gunports in naval vessels and to loading
hatches in merchant ships. Only deep-
sea vessels with several decks are

equipped with such hatches. And exactly

this is what God ordered Noah to build:

a triple-decker of dose to 4,000 tons
GRT."

Even several thousand years later, the

sea-going Phoenicians could only dream
of such a vessel.

‘This means,” writes Hassler, “that

the survivors of the Flood handed down
to their descendents a technical and
nautical knowledge which future genera-
tions no longer had, but which was pre-
served as a myth through the ages." He
arrives at the conclusion that Noah
would have hod no trouble crossing the
Atlantic in his vessel.

A similarly fascinating speculation

was put forward by the controversial

Erich von DSniken in his theoiy where-
by Moses’ scrolls were housed in a radar

installation.

Old Indian legends in both South and
North America repeatedly speak of the
white, bearded gods who had come from
across the sea.

According to DSniken they came
from the stars while Hassler believes

that they simply came from “overseas.”

He seeks confirmation for his views in

linguistic and cultural similarities.

Thus, for instance, the Gennanic god
Wotan — always accompanied by a
snake - suddenly appears among the
Maya Indians in southern Mexico as
Uotan. And how, von Hassler asks, can
one explain the similarities between the
buildings of the Sumarians, the Egyp-
tians and the Mayas?

Hassleris thesis about Noah’s crossing
of the Atlantic also explains certain si-

milarities between the language of the
Mayas and the Greek of antiquity.

‘There must be limits to coincidence,"
says von Hassler.

Nigel Davis is much more cautious in
his book “Before Columbus Came".

Replying to the contention that South
America was populated by people from
the South Pacific, he writes: “The pre-
sence of a handful of Polynesian words
which vaguely correspond to one of the
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2,000-year old languages of South u
rica is not much to go by." AikU
much of Hassleris evidence is based,
such coincidental facts.

From the Giigamesch Epic
deduces where the Ark made its to
According to the Epic, the survh*
lived far away at the mouth of $2
But where were those rivers?

Von Hassler explores all possibility

and the only convincing answer for£
which tallies with the duration of ft

voyage and many other factors, Is &Amazon River. He believes that fij

theoiy is borne out by the fact tbi

when crossing the Atlantic, Thor Him
da Ill's Ra if was driven towards

ft

Amazon, by the Northeast Trades.

Hassle* interpretation is quite to
resting. After the destmetion of the ti
canic island continent Atlantis and ft

resulting disastrous Flood, the A\\m
was for a long time covered by a 1^
layer of brimstone. According to. Mu*
this light mass with a thickness ofim
60 metres floated on the North Atlai;

As a result, the ferryman menfas,
1

in the Giigamesch Epic could very

have been in a position to guide St-

bottomed ship across the brinto

layer which would have prevented
major wave formation in the Atlantic

He could thus have taken Gilgamtd

to the place where his sea-going fori>

bears — the white gods — had era

landed with their big sailing vessels.

It is, according to von Hassler, totha

people who landed In South Amelia

that we owe the highly developed civili-

sations of the South American Indians.

Frauke Selle

(Hamburger Abendblatt, 3 AprD 19JD
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New balance needed in

face of terrorist threat

L\v '7 'If.25: :>
!

I
t is stilt too early even to hazard a

guess as to the mark that escalating

terrorist brutality and a brand of terror

that increasingly defies rational political

explanation will make on State and so-

ciety In this country.

Paradoxically enough, the very ori-

gins and continued existence of urban

terrorism are due in no small measure to

the fact that this country boasts one of

the most open and democratic systems

there could possibly be.

One need hardly explain why an open

society is specially vulnerable to acts of

violence. The culprit has at his disposal

all the facilities we treasure, and rightly

so, as freedom from excessive govern-

ment regimentation.

Free from excessive government inter-

vention in the conduct of his daily af-

fairs, the terrorist is at liberty to seek re-
’

fuge behind society’s scale of values in

order to snipe at these very values.

This country can pride itself on en-

joying the greatest degree of constitutio-

nal freedom a German State has ever

boasted. Bonn chose to opt for constitu-

tional liberties because Germans had

just undergone an era in which the tota-

litarian State had reached rock bottom.

Basic rights of the individual are con-

stitutionally guaranteed and the system

of government is run on federal lines

with a view to forestalling excessive re-

sort to authority even though govern-

ment may prove less effective as a re-

sult.

Yet this country has proved extremely

effective, which will have come as a

surprise to sceptics, while others may
feel it demonstrates how right we were

to place our trust in democracy.

It is fair, to assume that in the long

run our system of democratic govern-

ment will not even be shaken by the ac-

tivities of politically-motivated advocates

of violence as long, as people in this

country retain confidence in and loyalty

towards democracy.

It is substantially more difficult to see

why our open society can have given

rise to terrorism. Maybe by virtue of the

very fact that it spurns both violence

and authority?

In an open society, groups that are

. sold on certain ideological notions and

fascinated by certain higher objectives to

which, they feel, State and society must
be subordinated, will tend to feel that

the prevailing system is decadent, boring

and deserving of a . swift and violent

demise.

• In an open society discussion must be

held and
;
support canvassed. It is extre-

mely difficult to r set change in motion,

especially sweeping changes of a specific

nature.

The more radical the objectives, the

more difficult it is to gain support, with

the result that before long a number of

firebrands will try to cut the Gordian

knot by resorting to violence.

Having failed to mobilise mass sup-

port, they arc branded as outsiders, and

s|nce they seem likely to remain so they

decide to make a virtue out of necessity

and heighten their outsider status by re-

sorting to terrorism.

In other words, the open society will

tend to spawn desperadoes by virtue of

the very fact that it affords protection

from an extremist takeover and subordi-

nation to radical objectives.

What is more, the more starkly the

general feeling of prosperity and well-

being stands in contrast to the emotio-

nal tenor of the extremists, the more li-

kely an open society is to spawn despe-

radoes.

This, then, is the state of affairs that

has led to the situation with which we

arc now confronted. We must redouble

vernment and its agencies, while at the

same time taking care to ensure that the

open society does not pass a point of no

return at which the State forfeits its le-

gitimation.

Terrorism must be dealt with, but not

by sacrificing the values that make an

open society what it is. We must not

allow terrorist provocation to make the

accusations the urban guerrillas level at

society self-fulfilling prophecies.

A new balance must be established in

the face of threat, a balance recently

defined as follows by Neue ZOrcher Zei-

tung:

“There may be more deaths but the

State need not collapse as a result. Con-

fidence in a system of government that

enjoys majority support in the country

at large entails a twofold determination.

“While there must be no question of

premature restrictions on basic rights

people must also be prepared to accept

genuinely necessary measures to main-

tain public security without Immediately

prophesying that the writing is on the

wall for liberal democracy in the Federal

Republic of Germany.”

• In the context of continual endea-

vours to strike a balance the way this

country is viewed by its European neigh-

bours may well be important.
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.Strugglefora slice of the
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world-wide economic cake Is

.

getting more competitive

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrlch Genscher and state

secretary Andreas von Schtiler of the Interior Ministry (from right to left) are seen on

the government front bench In the Bundestag on 8 September as the House observed

two minutes' silence as a mark of respect to the men who lost their lives in the

terrorist abduction of employers’ leader Henna-Martin Sch layer. (Pimm: dpa)

Views and reactions voiced by neigh-

bouring European countries can prove

helpful; they can also bedevil relations

.between. cQunlries..fou far .too Iona.-
giving rise to anxiely and alarm.

Take, for instance, what has proved a

far from uncommon French viewpoint

on terrorist violence in this country. A
number of French commentators are

talking in terms of a sick society at long

last testifying to its inner contradictions.

This country’s democratic government

is smugly made out to be virtually on a

par with its urban guerrillas. The ex-

treme power of the State is contrasted

with extreme radicals or even "advocates

of progress" who are at w3r with the

State.

The French really must have felt this

country to have been an intolerable bur-

den as long as it appeared to be a

smoothly-running, unruffled and power-

ful democracy. The discovery that socie-

ty in this country too has its ills must

have come as a relief; it certainly comes

as a change from bad news about

France.

Le Monde has been particularly keen

to throw stones at this country. This is

hardly surprising: since the prestigious

Paris newspaper is no longer^ as

Independent in editorial opinion as it

once was.
‘ 1

It now backs the Union of the Left,

France's electoral alliance of Socialists

and Communists, and appears to be at*

Fw 2
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tacking democratic forces in this coun-

try, specifically including Bonn’s Lib-Lab

coalition of Social and Free Democrats,

by way of an alibi.

Attacking Bonn, then. Is Intended to

provide an alibi for pretensions to save

democracy in France by advocating coo-

peration with the Communists.
Even in France this interpretation of

affairs has come in for criticism, criti-

cism which, it is only fair to add, has

not gone unmentioned in the columns
of Le Monde.

Le Monde recently printed a letter

from Karsten Voigt, a former leader of

the SPD Young Socialists and now a So-

cial Democrat who represents a Frank-

furt constituency in the Bonn Bundes-

tag.

Voigt objects to French criticism of

the Bonn government in terms of Sta-

lin’s hateful catchphrase “social fas-

cism." Social fascism was originally

Communist jargon for thO policies pur-

sued by German Social Democrats be-

fore the war.

Karsten Voigt is indignant that the

term should still be used to justify, al-

beit indirectly, murders; kidnappings and
bomb raids in this country.

If
1
French left-wingers really' are

1

con-

vinced, Voigt argues, that ^bdal' Dein-

oqracy in this couhtry is a precursor &.
fascism, then the prospects look omi-

nous foi European Integration, for Fra'nj

efrFederal ’ Republic ties and ,for th£ la-

bour mdvement in Eufope as a whole.
1 ’

Herr Voigt claims that if .such i dbi1

torted view of the situation In this coun-

try is allowed to'.predorhlhaW there can

no lon^dr be an$ qdestionof left-wiiig

critipisni in a spirit ' Of solldaH^ apd in
T

ternafiontiilsm. \ ;

1
'

,

1 '

" /
Continued distortion .would merely

testify to ' thO TeaWakeri l nty of soi-tilsant

left-wing bbt hi effect 'Nationalist pre-
judice in Fxahce. !

Tree enough, the situation in France

s&nt? Uiilikely; to ”TajiT. this country

;i .. continued on page 3.
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Struggle for a slice of the world-wide

economiccake is getting more competitive
K W

'f
R&to recently noted that Europe

X-/ is going to have to leam to rely less

than it has done in the past on this

countiy as the economic backbone of

the European Community.
The German economic miracle is now

no more than a fond memory, the Paris

newspaper editorialised, and the Federal

Republic of Germany is increasingly

coming to resemble its neighbours.

The points of similarity, the French

leader-writer claimed, Include lack of

mobility on the part of the labour force,

incipient disgrontlement on the part of

the trade unions and demoralisation on

the part of the employers.

Is this a totally inaccurate assessment?

Certainly not inasmuch as It pinpoints a

sense of disappointment that this coun-

try has so far failed to wrest itself and

Others from the clutches of a slough of

economic despond.
This disappointment is deep-seated.

Both at home and abroad people have

grown accustomed to regarding this

country as a model of steady economic
growth, full employment and, in interna-

tional terms, tolerable rates of inflation.

* Here in this country these parameters

have been rated the normal economic
state of affairs. No one seems- willing to

'

accept the idea that it might actually

have been exceptional and that the

going has been so. easy in recent years

that people Kaye come' to regard too
much as feasible.

1

Panin icactions here and there occur
as a result. “Changing the System”, is no
longer a mere revolutionary catchphrase;

larger sections of a wider public start to

call feu; sweeping changes. Above all, go-
vernment, action is called for in increa-

singly urgent tones.
'

"

'

Calls such as. these ate, of cdilrSe, illo-

gical from' the putative outset.' Economic
recovery

,
surely necessitates carefully

nurturing the economic factors that hive
served the country so’ Well m the past.

:
.
What

t

Is more, the government cannot
hand but more than the. economy yields,

lhdebd, in a 'country which' is as

dependent on exports, as our own, the

yapJs^jck of
. ,
Handout

'
potential is, not

economic perfonti^hce,
1

but export sales,.
1 c -—

t

1 _ L . _ a

various parts of the world. The 1973/74

oil crisis In the wake of the Yom Kip-

pur War was no more than symptomatic

of this struggle.

Tills struggle for a fair share of the

world's economic potential involves both

commodities and energy on the one

hand and the proceeds of gainfully em-

ployed labour on the other.

For the duration of this struggle the

factors that govern the world economy
will no longer be measurable solely in

terms of economic cycles because, fun-

damentally, they are political in nature.

In the industrialised countries this po-

litical dispute has immediate economic
consequences. It is not merely a matter

of swift structural changes resulting in

capacity not being fully utilised.

It will necessitate a completely new
process with every technological leash

being strained to maintain output at less

expense and by dint of less labour and
to do so with a view to making manu-
factured goods more competitive.

The struggle for a slice of the cake

will clearly be a struggle to prove more
competitive, and if, as seems more than

likely, this will prove the case, we shall

have to accustom ourSelves
.
to living

with ' a higher level of uiienjployment
(/tan has been customary in decades of

virtually full employment.' i

People are reluctant to face up to this

particular fact, and not only because it

entails a number of unpleasant conse-

quences, but also because the powers

that be are afraid of having to tell peo-

ple they -will ’have to lower their expec-

tations.

Gone are the days when the pundits

were proud to be the harbingers of un-.

palatable truths.

A number of truths can nonetheless

be told. If a substantial proportion' of

the labour force is permanently Unem-
ployed (the jobless need not always be

tlie same people, of course), then a lar-

ger share of Whdt the employed earn (or

of the domestic product per se) must be
set aside for the Jobless.

This is bound to have repercussions

oh the terms trade unions can expect to

negotiate for their members — even

though the unions may be reluctant to

accept the fact.

As for deductions, welfare contribu-

tions are sute to increase. But they can
only be increased further if the State

forgoes higher taxation for purposes of

general expenditure.

Contrary to what is generally claimed,

the State is going to have to cut back its

spending to the necessary minimum.

A number of welfare considerations

also arise, particularly in the family port-

text. Is it fair for both husband and wife

to go out to work merely to maintain
living

1

standards when the breadwinners
in oilier families are obliged to draw un-

employment benefit?

still much better off’ than others, so the
higher ./evejs,, of. output, exports and
whatTO>(ijch..(he federal Republic; of

still delivering fh^goodj^ ,

Were people only prepared to com-
pare^

f

this country's qcpnomic position

with that
j

of its heighhoyiiSp -they might
alpg ! appreciatethat Bogn wjjnot in the
long tp^m, remain the exceptjoii.rather

than
:
the

. rule when it$
,

.neighbour . are

permanently in a les? enviable economic
position. '.

j?

*The crucial fact, however, is that we
are probably riot merely undergoing the

vicissitudes of economic ups and .down^
for which, thfs country ought, in theory,

to be better prepared than in the past,

- . When , not even the
,
United

.
States

commands.pufflcfpnt economic power to

start tiro. World’s wheels turning again

something different must na^e bqp-
pened.

...

We in fact, currently experiencing

an intensified struggle for the distribu-

tion of economic- spoils between the

Battle oii three fronts

v; against jo

T,he main topic of dehate in the

Bundestag; following, the summer
recess is as urgent as it is confusing. It

concerns
.
a large-scale economic : and

finance.programme. .
!.

4
.

,

,

Proposals
.
jn

;|fltis : connectiqn ' aien a$

ffWW as ami
. j|p

final, decisions are still .uncertain (
-

n°twth^tandingtmtcpsiyp.preparation.

• plfssicflr-situationjOf con:
fusion prevails;.^ a confusion which h®8
proved to be a maze even for experts,, let

qlpne the.man7in-the-street.

jM W*!rt 3

is not least due
ft

tliejfpct qur pplitiqlahs.are beqtpp
a campaign on several front?. They want
to coiqbat unemployment while, at Lthe

same time achieving social effects..and
doing justice .to- the exigencies of foreign

policy.

i
Due the. latest unsatisfactory sty-

^Hf^l.data .the fight .agqinst,, unem-
ployment has priority. Thih campaign is

waged along three lines: by tax relief: frit

business (aimed , at releasing funds for

investmentX by ‘fiscally unburdening the

consumer (aimed at promoting demand)
and by government measures.-. •< \

• The first objective is to b& served

by better depreciation- facilities
1

fdr eapi-

tal goods and in..connection with -re-

search programmes as well' as' by a

limited tax • relifef undefJthe -Stability

Law, ; which would benefit business

through corportte taxation.' i •»’.

• But such measures would be more

likely, to serve the .second, objective, na-

mely to provide, relief for
:

.the cqnsumei;
at large; in other words, the.

:
mass

:
of

wage earners and tax-payers. This pur-
pose would be achieved by . increasing

the. basic. tax:free amount and the .tax-

free portion, of the Christmas bonus
fl

•
• .Government measures would in-,

elude, the additional] employment o^civ/j,

servants aqd .the lowering of the pcjyion-

abler^age , as .-welXnas^the .-granting, .of

tr\ore -development aid
,
in , the hope?;, or

stepped
,
)up .orders from . the recipient

countries? ;well as v additional uinygs'tt

n?S«t,programmes by, government .(Bfdih
ra], state and municipal).

. :
. : ,

•

’

Each of these major praposals unddf
discussion' has i-its underlying 'motives! in
the realm of social, policy.!Tax relief 1 is

to endow the* Soml6 Marktwiiisohaft
(Free Market ; Economy) >• with: more

'.-scope. : i'-.SlirilM." |I"!| 'r
:

'

"Left” groupings.-suspect that -this is

intendedTo add to the privileges of high
earners. These “leftists" want to provide
above all relief tor the ihcomeS of ttie

masses In order1

to achieve a mote 1

equit-
able distribution' of Wealth.

-

,v '
1

T

It is furthermore obvious iiJat’ the
same elements favour government Inter-
vention. •;

1 I .,-

And finally, there aftToteigjh ’^tilicy

Considerations at stake. Abtpve, $\\ tjbp

United! States hw for some, time;
;been

pressing Bonn to give booster shots to

L’
, j'V

1

r> . * i

/ What is ittote,! greater mobllitjai i

tiottr seems, likely become lnijJ
able. No longer can peopled
earn a living in one locality a]U
lives.

v

Smaller-scale redistribution of ft,
has frequently been undertaken S
past. Take, for instance,' I

schemes in the course of- wftithiS

miners were taught motor indushyb

dds. Instances of such mobility

be forgotten.

There remains a further, far ^
complex sector: unemployment si®
young people. Everyone-.is :a«ttd &
something must be done dilddkna

fg

to combat youth unemployment.

.

In order to ensure equality of opp

tunity for all in future, youngsters bi

at least be given preferential treatoq

inasmuch as career training facilities

placed at their disposal.

Yet here too psychological and »y
problems arise. In the past it has ri$

been noted that educational disadre-

tages are a handicap in later life.

•: The conclusion reached, however, u
that a good education and career bu

mg would necessarily assure the rap

ents of improved social standing

In all probability not everyone ca&

tomatically expect any longer to tl

employment in keeping with his orb

education or career qualifications.

At all events the ideas of social prii

lege accruing from better educationw
no longer prove accurate.

So education must be viewed as a

asset in itself, whereas actual empty

ment will depend on the state of the

market at any given time. Mobility

certainly be required.

This is not to say that solutions in

already available, but surely it is abort

time the decision-makers were seen fc

be devoting thought to tire dec/sfem

that lie in store.: •

(Dm TagesspWgel.' 4 September IWI

the, economy priority over monetary fi

bility. •
.:

The, strong deutschmark has beesi

thorn, in, the, flesh of other industrial^

nations; and this might account for «

tain antinGerman
:
tendencies- that la«

made themselves . felt latterly; 1

:
>

..A .more inflationary
,

policy ..^ ^
would) amount, to, forgoing ;

certain w

revenues .while, at the same time :St«#

ing, up
,
state i, expenditures

doubtless ;i improve the atmosphere *

tween the Federal Republic of Germo]

and itsipartnera.-, n:« •.< i-; -U {.
•. Although the {

meshing.lof'.-eppw

finance,, social i and foreign policy, w*
PQvdoubt i be: apprppriate,;.it is .

exwnw

difficult tp .-.win ,-.suchi a war. ..on .-

fronts,- ii; n- -<<n a 1 c- -•’•V'.'iL

. I« Economic J pragmatism, -fiiHuicia1 F

Tl: 'jt- !•:•{ -
. !

‘
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Either more jobless in this countiy or

more people starving to death in the

Third World. This seems to be one of

the choices facing those who are looking

for alternative ways of giving aid to un-

derdeveloped countries.

If we opened our markets without re-

striction to finished products from the

Third World, particularly textiles and

shoes this could mean that our markets

would be flooded with cheap products.

As a result, a large number of German

firms in these branches would go to the

wall. They would simply be unable to

compete.
. . ...

fhis is tjie dilemma in which the

SPD finds! Itself at the moment.

On the one hand it is committed to

defending
1

the Interests of the German

worker in. this period of crisis and anxie-

Newbalance
.

Continued from page 1

much comfort. Even the government has

taken to .opportunism in its attitude

towards Bonn — no doubt with domes-

tic developments in mind.

In comparison the course of events in

this country as seen by the British me-

dia is described for the most part in

terms which are scrupulously fair.

British commentators appreciate the

difficulty Bonn is having in trying to

cope with terrorism as a State that has

hitheilu piorcd -piufounrily liberal im-ite—

persuasions.
, ,

Inasmuch as British observers feel the

situation in this country to be typically

German, they refer to a “combination of

criminal energy and the desire to prove

perfect and absolute,” to a disinclination

to compromise of whatever kind and to

the susceptibility to nihilism that is cha-

racteristic of German terrorists and their

sympathisers. ...

Few additions need making to this

assessment. We too are opposed to the

terrorists because they appear to personi-

fy in perfection German traits of charac-

ter that have proved disastrous in the

past. .
(Der Togessplegel. 1 1 Seplember 197*7)

ty; on' the other, it takes ,the idea of in-

ternational solidarity seriously and stands

by
1

the principle of. eliminating hunger

tad poverty in the 'wbrld, of defending

justice and social progress..

: A thousand million people are leading

a life of utter poverty tad misery today.

Children become mentally defective

shortly after birth’ because the lack of

protein in their food nreans that the

Wain cannot develop.
"

SPD politicians in government office

are fully aware of the gravity of this si-

tuation. But they also ,
have to consider

whether the proposals' and demands

being made In some quarters can be re-

alised In practical, political terms.

A paper on development aid Is now

being worked out and will be presented

to the party delegates at the party con-

ference in Hamburg In November. They

will then vbteon It.

The tecent forum in Wiesbaden did

riot come up with definite proposals or

point out a clear direction for the future.

Certainly' possibilities were looked into

and outlined. Policies can only be put

into practice when they are supported

by majorities.

There seems to be a lack of awareness

among people in this country that the

aid given to underdeveloped countries is

ultimately in their interest as well.

Sacrifices will have to pay made to

finance development programmes and it

is understandable that people are not

EEC mamberil

member^ IDwloplnfl
pountrjet

Continued from page 2

sibility, ideology and
;

the tactical objec-

tives of the various political parties in

many instances hamper each other.

In most cases the differences of opin-

ion are not restricted to opposing par-

ties, but run straight through the Coali-

tion and the .Opposition sincewh of

these groupings has its. “rightist

“leftists" trends. ... »
,

. Moreover, 1 Bundestag; and Bundesrat,

both of whose approval Is required for

most of the .envisaged measures,,, are

dominated by different majorities.

This being, so, a targe, majority com-

posed . of-, all parties, will
,

have to be

found for the proposed measures. In this

connection, the FpP (which ta in_ coali-

tion with the SPD ,in
;
Bonn Mid witii .the

CDU in some Federal; stated, might well

play a toy role.
.

,
: ,

•
•’

But even the; latest statement by

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt gave no in-

dication afto the final common denom-

inator that will have to be found:
.

, . • v

:

. ...
t

.
Heinzg^nter lQoIn

(Der TiftttiplHtl,* September 1 977)

i linumw h i

economic situation.

Clearly, sacrifices have to be made,

but the Wiesbaden forum gave no an-

swer to the question: by whom?

This much is clear: to ensure the con-

tinuing supply of vitel raw materials and

to protect our presentond future labour

markets, we have to help the underdeve-

loped countries to build up their eco-

nomies.

This increases their purchasing power

and brings in export orders for German

industry. And this in turn protects jobs.

From an economic point of view, al

this is perfectly reasonable. In practical

terms, though, it means that certain

branches of industry will have to be

abandoned, The Third World is not pre-

pared to wait for a gradual readjustment

of our production structures. This was

made clear at the Wiesbaden forum.

Manfred Beer

(StuttgBrter Naohilchtan, 3 September 1977)

pTol .

' East bloc otlw»
j

tr

Bonn to increase ; „
’• •"

.
,

.

‘
.. V

development aid *

budget by 19.8 p.c.
,

, .
I

^

Minister of .
State lions-Jtirgcn

j

Wischnewski made .
the position

clear right at the beginning of the con- i

Terence on development.

Announcing that the government in*

tended to increase the budget for deve-

lopment by at least 19.8 per cent, he

took at least some of the wind out of

party critics’ sails and at the same time

showed the Third World countries that

Bonn is prepared to make its contribu-

tion towards a fairer economic balance.

This sign will, we hope, bo under-

stood by the developing countries and

the other industrial nations: as an an-

«mpr In Ihp justified . demands the PPPI -

countries are making of the neh, and as

an example for other nations to follow.

The Bonn government hopes to

achieve three things by its decision in

principle to raise the development budg-

et twice as much as the rest of the total

budget.

It wants to meet the expectations of

the Third World as far as possible. It

wants to underline the fact that it can-

not, and does not wish to, abdicate re-

sponsibility for giving moral aid to the

i poor countries. Add finally this country

j
is protecting its own economic Interests

n
by this move.

e By increasing the purchasing power of

j. the developing countries, it is helping

it its own export Industry- Proposals made

is by Marje Sctilei and others have .quite

clearly had a positive effect, as these

measures show. KarJ-Ludwig Kelber

7) (LUbecker Nachrlchtan, 2 Suptember 1977)

Aid should be given

higher priority,

says Egon Bahr

Egon Bahr, general secretary of the

SPD, has called upon the Social

Democrats to ensure that more impor-

tance is ^attached to development po-

licies in this coiintiy.

Speaking at the end of the two-day

forum on development jn .Wiesbaden,

Herr Bahr pointed out that the contribu-

tion that “the rich Federal Republic pf

Germany” made to development in the

Third Worl4 was not as high, as the ave-

rage in other Western, industrial coun-

tries and certainly did not correspond to

its economic potential.
, ,

bahr stressed that an SPD govern-

ment would ijiotj insist. on gj»d beha-

viour ,f(0|n recipient countries
,

before

granting development aid.
,

It was, pp to

each countiy to -choose its own way.

Ctasfly referring to the CDU/CSU,

the SPD politician saitj that those who

rejected the struggle, by the majority fox

political power In southern Africa had

forfeited the moral right to campaign se-

lectively for Human rights.
.

..

The rights of black people were of no

less Importance than those of people

“calling themselves dissidents” In the

struggle for
.
freedom for the majority,

f

there can be no. neutrality for Social

' Democrats.

;
He went on to urge the government

to maintain its policy of not supplying

amis to freedom movements.

Marie Schlei, Minister for Economic

Cooperation, pointed out that if the ne-

d ecssary credits were provided, German

!• industry could receive orders from de-

Development aid -
... where it goes. •

Bilateral public Bid by the

Federal Republic of Germany
1960-1675 In thousands of

millions of deutjchmarks .

nr,H

-'/m
//
-m

/Tanzania,pSPaS
South Korea*
/ .

. Spain

4/7 / i\‘V?
rJ

;-R ;
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of about a thousand million marks.

The minister went on to say that

"these orders for investment goods are

extremely important for employment in

this country." Her proposals had been

rejected by Chancellor Helmut Schmidt

and Finance Minister Hans Apel at a

cabinet meeting the previous week.

Frau Schlei pointed out, as Egon Bahr

had done before her, that German aid to

the Third World represented only 03

1

per cent of gross national product.

The twenty per cent increase in the

development budget for 1978 to which

the cabinet had given its approval would

mean that Germany would reach the

average of the 6ther western industrial

nations. (From 3.2 thousand million in

1977 to more than 3B thousand million

In 1978.)

The minister also spoke In favour of

setting aside 0.7 per cent of the gross

national product for development aid in

the 1980s, as recommended by the

United Natioris.

The Federal Government and Parlia-

ment would therefore “closely examine

waj^s of passing on the Marshall 'pita aid

which this countiy Hwii given thirty

yean ago to “those whose need fs grea-

ter^- ! 1
,

’’

Helmut Wilhelms; board member of

Siemens, stressed' that “the ihore- we

iecure and develop 'tiuir industrial poten-

tial'... the 1

1

grater 6U# chances ar^ of

remaining a powerful industrial nation

and ensuring JoriS-tdrtn securlfy of 'em-

ployment" !:;i! '.'it V'.- o, ' ,,rl

. Tht CDU hta also' declared Itself in

feVouf of 'more development ald.' MP
Volkmdr KBhler . regretted

1 thM ;tjie

agreement to Increase the development

budget was 1 announced ’at a party confer-

ence arid not to^parUantimfi !
- r^v 1 l

;

! no .T.-r-l ?- ' n' :-7-> fWeiiil Heck’

: , j .
:i_.!

,
(t>la Wftltl 3 SaptiiMbat

1
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TERRORISM

The democratic State is

limited in its powers

T his counties urban guerrillas have
long since crossed the murder

threshold, but whatever the reasons may
be, (heir readiness to resort (o violence

has escalated, as the abduction of

Hanns-Martin Schleyer, the Industrialist,

in Cologne proved.

Hen Schleyer*s driver and three police
officers acting as bodyguards were
gunned down in cold blood In order to

get on with the abduction, which only

goes to show how these fanatics have cast

their inhibitions to the winds.

There can surely no longer be any
gainsaying that they constitute a fatal

threat not only to their immediate vic-

tims, but also, in the long term, to' the
country’s democratic system of govern-
ment.

Total disregard for human life in al-

leged pursuit of higher objectives was
once equated with fascism in Germany.
There is no reason for departing from
this assessment. To try to' pigeonhole
cold-blooded murder politically is to dis-

regard reality.

The crucial question we shall all have
to face will arise when the culprits name
their terms. How ought the government

T hey regard themselves as revolu-
tionaries and at times even (with a

hint of national pride) as “German re-

volutionaries". But as far as public opin-
ion is concerned, they are simply terror-
ists.

It might perhaps be more accurate to
refer to them as urban. guerrilleros since
guerrilla warfare has become a specific
form of political terrorism in our cen-
tury.,

: In the Federal Republic of Germany
they first gained notoriety some seven
years ago as the socalled Red Army
Army Faction (RAF). TheRAF chose as
their emblem the five-pointed star of
the Uruguayan Tupamaros, adorned with
an American sub-machine gun.
The overwhelming majority of our

people Is to this day unable to under-
stand how it could be possible for a
terrorists movement to declare war on
the state and social order in a country
such as the Federal Republic of .Germa-
ny of all places, bearing in mind that
conditions here can certainly not be
compared with those of, say, Vietnam or
Bolivia.

• But even so, the late Ulrike Meinhof,
one of the RAF leaders, maintained
“that the organisation of armed resis-
tance groups at this time in the Federal
Republic of Germany and In West Ber-
lin is right, possible and justified."

The founders of the RAF acted out of
a sense of frustration about the (for

them) unsatisfactory outcome of the
1967 student revolt. They had neither
the inclination nor the patience to em-
bark on the “long march" through the
institutions of our state as advocated by
Rudi Dutschke, left wing student leader
of the sixties.

Horst Mahler, the former lawyer, and
attorney for APO (the extra-parliamen-

tary opposition), who turned his back on
the guerrilleros during his term in pri-

to respond to blackmail when life is at

stake? .

There are people who feel they could

easily take a snap decision were the de-

cision theirs. They usually cal] for

uncompromising refusal at any price to

contemplate giving in to terrorist

blackmail - in the interest of the State

and its citizens as a whole.

There are indeed demands which are

so inordinate that they cannot possibly

be met, but many people will recall the

thought-provoking comment made by
Bonn Interior Minister Werner Maihofer.
The State's battered prestige can al-

ways be repaired, he noted, but there is

no way in which the loss of human life

can be made good.

Professor Maihofer made this com-
ment in connection with the abduction
of West Berlin Christian Democrat lea-

der Peter Lorens whose life was saved

by flying gaoled terrorists out of the
country to a destination of their choice.

Terrorists later raided Bonn’s embassy
in Stockholm with a further blackmail
bid in mind. On this occasion Bonn re-

fused to yield to their demands, but the
outcome could hardly be rated a success
in combating terrorism either.

At the time of writing no one know
for sure what has happened to Hanns-
Mortin Schleyer and what demands may
be made, but advocates of raison d’fitat

at all costs (most of whom will hold po-

litical views similar to those of the em-
ployers' leader) will certainly be forced

to think again.

They will surely have second thoughts

about the terrible responsibility leaving

another human being to the tender mer-
cies of his potential murderers entails.

I continue to feel there can be no
question of sacrificing hostages unless,

that is, the cost of securing their release

would prove to be a fresh spate of mur-
ders committed by the fanatics released

in exchange.

One point is sure. It is infinitely dif-

ficult to draw the line and distinguish

between the limit as far as the State is

concerned and the -limit as far as the
people who represent it are concerned.

If this country really were a fascist In-

strument of human destruction as its

fanatical enemies claim, if it really were
a police State heading towards dictator-

ship, as lawyer Klaus Croissant, who has
sought political asylum in France,

claims, then no one would stop to think
about matters such as these and no one
would feel in the least unsure of them-
selves.

Under a dictatorship human life

counts for as little as it does in the eyes
of terrorists. There is nothing to choose
between the two in the cold lack of
moderation in their choice of responses.

The truth no doubt is that the terror-

ists know only too well how objection-
able the vast majority of people in this

country feel all forms of violence to be.

The majority want to live in a country
in which violence is not considered a
valid means of conducting political dis-

putes.

Even if we knew with absolute cer-

The urban terrorists -

German style

son, in retrospect describes the mood of
the time as follows:

“It can only be termed deeply frustra-
ting to recognise the necessity of a re-

volution with growing clarity and yet to
be unable to know who and where the
revolutionary class, in other words the
beneficiaries of the revolution itself, ac-
tually are.

“And how easily can such a state of
affairs lead to a mood of desperation!
“From there, via' an abstract identifica-

tion with the liberation struggles in the
Third World, the further course led to
out and out neck-or-rtothing concepts.”

But the leading figures of the first

generation of terrorists — apart from
Mahler and Meinhof, Gudrun Ensslin
and Andreas Baader — were not only
the flotsam of the student revolution,
but also late victims of their nation’s
Nazi past, which they were unable to
digest . They suffered from a feeling of
collective guilt.

An English authoress, recently refer-
red to them as the “children of Hitler”.

Says Horst Mahler (bom in 1936): “If
I were faced with having to tell how it

all started for me, it would be fascism
that would come to mind. Outwardly, I

had escaped it But even after that era
everything was still overshadowed by it

somehow... I wanted to become one of
the ’other German?”

,

Ulrike Meinhof (bom in 1934) was
never able to forget the day when her
aunt was taken to Auschwitz concentra-
tion camp. Her contempt for the genera-
tion of the fathers found its culmination
In Gudnin EnssIIn's (bom 1940) excla*- i.

mation: "You cannot talk with people
who made Auschwitz.”

Such emotional conflicts remained
alien to the second generation of terrorists.

These truant children of our affluent
society are either revolted by the mate-
rialism of their upper and middle class

families or — as people who wanted to
climb the social ladder - frustrated by
their future prospects, thwarted by the
recession.

'

Interior Minister Werner Maihofer, a
liberal theoretician and, in his function
as the supreme head of the police force,
in charge of the fight against terrorism,
has a plausible explanation for the atti-

tudes of these young people.

According to him, they are striving
for a better world, but were unable to,

convert their revolutionary impulses into
a commitment for reform in good time
because day-to-day politics is viewed by
them as being too unwieldy.

!,

Thus they wound up in a cul-de-sac
of murder, manslaughter and bank rob-
bery.

As Horst Mahler put it: “Revolution-
ary politics is of necessity criminal”

These self-styled revolutionaries want-
ed to achieve their final goal, namely a
socialist society, by means of a two-way
strategy:

While on the one hand their peaces
able comrades tried tp imbue the people
in factories, universities, schools, homes,
etc. With the right political ideas, the
armed commandos were to attack the
state and eventually establish a red army
which was to be on standby until ihe
masses Were ripe for revolution, \

Hanns- Martin Sehliyar

(Photo; SvflaSi^

tainty that what the terrorists wantbk

expose the sensitive nerve-ends oi i
democratic system and thereby lay bo

an alleged Weakness, rto one mustgrri

them the satisfaction of doing it

way and reverting to the law of b

jungle.

It is not all that long since fauU

right-wingers glued a photo of Vi)

Brandt on the bull's eye prior to sktf

big practice. Now It is the

claimed left-wingers who print unto

ground pamphlets in which rifle

are superimposed on photographs d

their political enemies.

The ideology is the same. A demoefr

cy that intends to survive cannot affoti

to condone it. Werner Holst

(Frankfurter Rundschau, 7 September 1911)

The' RAF and the organisations ftal

either succeeded it or competed with i

(Movement Second June, Red Cells bJ

the Haag-Maier Group) have religiously

adhered in their actions to the formula

provided by their foreign idols.

Among these is, for instance, tfe

“Handbook of The Urban Guerrilla" I?

the Brazilian Carlos Marighela (thH

book was initially distributed under ft*

counter until it was published by to

wohlt Verlag in 1971 “not as an instruc-

tion for bombing games in a highly if

dustrialised democracy but out of protest

against arrest and torture In Brazil")
,

But the terrorists also learned tha

trade from the satirical "AnarchtfH

Cookbooks”, from military instructions

for guerrilla warfare, from newly-pw

lished works
,

of Russian
.

Nihilists «

simply from textbooks on chemistry-

• The structure Of the commandos *•*

ways follows the same pattern, and tW

are organised with Genrian thoro#

ness: - • ' '

•

t

'

.

.
1. The necessary funds of consul

able magnitude whidh are needed »
both living and warfare are obstaihed b?

bank robberies (“dispossessions’*),

2. Arms and ammunition are asualj

purchased abroad of stolen from
arms depots,

,
while bombs, incemw

bombs and other weaponry (such as ®
“Stalin Organ” which was recently

in Karlsruhe) are home-made. ' U
• 3. So-called conspbative " aparfewwj

are rented (at times ini rather chichij^

sideritial areas and at times In bfisanv#!

and backyards), but usually in

still partly empty apartment hotises.

4. The required mobility and the^
stoat change of position

,
require?'®

cars. These either stolen; or
fake rental? and subsequently- ddcwf

by specialists.
'

* 77
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5. Other material such as •pawp#|

... '

. Continued on page 61 ;
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JOBS

New study lists fourways

of boosting employment

Workers In selected professions: Development 1973—76 In percentages

tftiitattftti

N ot only . the study by the Prognos l

Institute in Basle, Switzerland, 1

which predicted that the Federal Repub- 1

jic of Germany would have 1.5 million

Unemployed by 1980, has caused a con- 1

siderabte stir among the public; equally ‘

1

disquieting was the review presented by i

a member of the Federal Labour Office’s <

Institute for Labour Market and Voca-

tional Research.

The author of the latter study figured

but that in order to reduce unemploy-

ment In the Federal Republic of Ger-

many to 500,000 an economic growth

rate of 6 per cent per annum would be

necessary. '

.

Should this target not be achieved and

should the growth rate continue to

hover around the 3.5 per cent mark, the

high rate of joblessness would remain

with us until 1985.

Should, on the other hand, the growth

rate drop to 25 per cent, there would be

close to three million people out of

work by 1990.

The author points out that the supply

of labour - due to demographic deve-

lopments - is at present undergoing a

fundamental change in trend. While the

labour potential diminished by close to

two million people in the period from

1960 to 1975 and as a result foreign la-

bour had to be recruited, the next 15

years will make the people resulting

from the heavy birth-rate years of the

fifties and sixties swell the labour mark-

et by-about ona .m illion Jnh fftteknre

This will coincide with an era of un-

certainty as to the availability of an ade-

quate number of jobs.

In other words, the Federal Govern-

ment is at present faced with the dual

problem of providing employment for

our one million jobless of today and of

provoding an additional one million new

jobs for the future.

A mere one per cent difference in the

annual growth rate during the period

from 1980 to 1990 would account for

one million jobs more or one million

jobs less.

Assuming an annual growth rate of

4.5 per cent, there will be 400,000 addi-

tional jobs by 1980 and approximately

15 million more jobs than In 1975 by

1990.

But such a growth rate (even If the

number of foreign workers were to di-

minish) would not suffice to establish

ftill employment by 1980. This target

could not be achieved before 1990.

Experience shows that the classical

instruments as used in the employment

promotion law, among them subsidies

for short-shift work, job incentives, fur-

ther vocational training and retraining as

well as general employment promotion

measures, can only alleviate, but not

cure, the problem of underemployment.

As a result, we need new employment

strategies which go far beyond the con-

ventional means of providing employ-

ment.A new and hitherto unpublished I'rog-

nos study, wlilch was commissioned by

the Bonn Minister for Educntion and

Science, Helmut Rohde, lists four pur-

pose-oriented measures by which to

achieve full employment.

In its study Prognos suggests a mas-

sive promotion of technology os a

means of solving world-wide bottlenecks

which, it anticipates, would provide

400.000 additional jobs.

Modernisation and rehabilitation mea-

sures in the housing and urbanisation

sectors would provide an estimated

150.000 jobs.
. ,

Stcppcd-up employment or society s

marginal groups could account for an

creased development aid is estimated at

being capable of providing employment

for another 200,
000.

According to the study, this primary

effect accounting for some 900,000 jobs

would trigger a secondary effect which

would provide employment for an addi-

tional 300,000.

Thus full employment for a labour

force of some 27 million could be

achieved by 1990.

Additional measures in the taxation,

levies and subsidies sectors could serve

as a supplement to the traditional in-

struments of labour market policy.

It would, for instance, be conceivable

Social workers

Dental technicians

Doctors and dentists'

assistants

Computer operators

Kindergarten workers

Primary, secondary

and special school

teachers

Senior white collar

workers

Doctors

Managers

Electrical technicians

in this connection to Introduce em-

ployment premiums for companies pro-

viding new training facilities and Jobs in

underdeveloped regions or in particularly

hard-hit branches of industry.

Moreover, orders, subsidies, credits,

guarantees and preferential taxation

could be made contingent on the crea-

tion of new jobs.

Direct government measures such as

compulsory employment must be con-

sidered, says Prognos, especially in those

instances where specific companies con-

tinuously operate extra shifts or provide

overtime during a period of high un-

employment.

Shorter working times in various

forms could also help to alleviate the

problem. Short-shift work, for instance,

hnv alrtio/ljl ng n mpana—

of preventing redundancies by distribut-

ing production shortages caused by in-

adequate orders equally.

The same should be feasible on a lar-

ger scale. Thus, for instance, an earlier

introduction and full implementation of

the compulsory tenth year of schooling

would reduce Germany’s labour force by

some 200,000 by 1980.

And since this measure has in any

event been envisaged for implementa-

tion in 1985, it would only be necessary

to introduce it a few years earlier when

this general educational aim would coin-

cide with the exigencies of labour mark-

et policy.

Continued from page 4

drivers* licences, rubber stamps and

forms are also obtained by theft and

forged by professionals. Two-way radios

are simply bought, usually in
,

leftist

shops.

The Baader-Meinhof group was ap-

prehended by the police as far back as

the summer of 1972 and before it had a

chance to develop properly.

It foundered on Us own errors of •

judgment and, above all, on its isolation

within the ultra; left setup.

They failed In explaining the meaning

and the purpose of their actions to the

masses ~ as for instance why Wro simp-

le workers were Injured in their bomb

attack on the Springer Building In

Hamburg.
Some of their successors have learned

from these mistakes.

: Thus for instance thp Moyernent Se-

cond June published documents follow-

ing the kidnapping of Berlin’s CDU
Chairman Peter Lorenz in order to dis-

credit his way of life and' to Show thfc

financial manipulations of his party. •
•

• The Red Cells, on the other hand

tried to gain popularity by incendiary at-

tacks on the dossiers of citizens who has

been caught riding on the city transit

system without tickets and by an attack

on the real estate speculator GUnter

Kaussen.

Following the defeat of the first guer-

rilla generation it initially seemed as if

the police had gained the upper hand

over terrorism. The hard core was be-

hind bars while the small number that

remained was isolated and without lea-

dership and intellectual guidance.

But the.RAF continued its fight from

inside the prisons. Wittingly or unwit-

tingly aided by their attorneys and other

visitors, the prisoners succeeded in de-

veloping an Information network be-

tween the individual prisons and with

sympathisers at large.
'

;

Following the spectacular actions ip

the spring of 1975 (Lorenz kidnapping

and the attack on the,German Embassy

in Stockholm) police, the Internal .Secu-

rity Agency and the Department of Jus-

tice engaged in a second.major cam-

paign as the result of which many ter-

rorists were apprthenddd arid' brought to

justice.The successor groups were forced

to seek a temporary haven abroad. And

those who remained at home organised

themselves in small cells which; were

virtually Impenetrable for the nation’s

secret service.

Meanwhile, the urban guemlleros have

stepped up their terror actions) both

quantitatively and qualitatively such an

extent (assassination of Chief Federal

Prosecutor Siegfried Buback and the

banker JOrgen Ponto as well as the kid-

napping of Hanns-Martin Schleyer) that

they need to shirk comparison with the

attacks of the spring of 1972.

: State and society are once more' faced

with a challenge.; .

But since they cannot 4, la Hitler

“counter brute force by biutej force” the

attackers will retain their advantage over

the defenders; and the actual question

facing us Is that; which the Uondoh his-

torian Walter Uqtieur recehtty posed

when he asked: "What is thq price that

will have to be paid in order to elimi-

nate terrorism?” Karl-Heini Janiseh

" (Die Zell, 9 Seplembir 1977)

Ml Retailers and wholesaler!

Fitters and turners

fHH Building workers

fsifl Motor mechanics

pll Post Office engineers

PIP! Miners

Hf|q Carpenters and joiners

Welders

flljfl Painters end decorators

ply Compositors

H|y Tailors

JpH Foundry workers

IfljH Iron end steel workers

condor!

It is also no secret that a lasting or

temporary lowering of the flcxlbile re-

tirement ago would provide relief.

In quantative terms, the lowering of

the retirement age to 62 would withdraw

between 50,000 workers in 1980 and

100,000 in 1990. Should retirement age

be lowered to 60, the figure for 1980

would be 150,000 and 230,000 for 1990.

On the other hand, there can be no

doubt that a further reduction of weekly

working hours would cause organisation-

al problems for business.

Another problem fraught with diffi-

culties is the question of organising a

further reduction of working hours in

such a manner that no labour-saving

productivity increase leads to excessive

increases in production costs, thus ham-
pering in rpal terms

Cost considerations should be taken

into account when mapping alternative

labour market strategies.

By and large, governments have

under-estimated by far the cost of un-

employment. The average expenditure

and revenue shortages of governments

(Federal, state and municipal) amounted

to DM18510 for each jobless in 1975.

By comparison, the average expendi-

tures of the Federal Labour Office in

providing employment measures

amounted to about DM16,000 per work-

er annually.

This demonstrates in which direction

considerations of costs in assessing the

other measures aimed at diminishing

! unemployment must go.

With regard to the strategy aimed at

* reducing working times, the trade

1 unions and management would have to

I
arrive at some agreement concerning

s wage offsets.
s Based on former experience with

shorter working times, about one-thord
e

of the shorter working hours was offset

h by ‘increased productivity, while tWo-
n

thirds led to additional employment.
II As a result, it would be reasonable to

re apply a two-thirds ratio in figuring wage'

J- offsets for shorter working times.

at Moreover, some balance between the

re
8tate and business must be struck since

the state would profit as a Tesult of addi-

jd itional taxes, social security contributions

and unspent unemployment benefits*

er while business would be financially at a

h® disadvantage.
’er 7 in order to overcome unemployment,
on the experts call above all for a consistent

is- 1

and growth-oriented economic policy,

ed which would riot- only concentrate ,ort

ret promoting investment, but also on tjn-

ni- coutaging consumption.
'

'

j

r !
Whelm Relfiherd Nen \

77)
' (Kannoversche Al]|eme1he, 3 September 1917)
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ECONOMICS

Record profits

for business

: DIE®2felt

T his country’s turnover giants broke

all profit records last year. Com-
bined turnover of companies with sales

.exceeding 1 1,000 : million deutsdunarfcs

increased by 8.7 per cent! to just over

£00,000 million maria, with profits

;
(after tax but before reserves were set

aside) up nearly 100 per cent from 6,800

to a little over 12,000 million deutsch-

marks.

Motor manufacturers and civil engi-

neering contractors, made the running,

and not by dint of manpower cuts either.

Payroll figures almost invariably indicate

that more staff means higher turnover
and profits.

.

Construction companies among the

top hundred .did. most of their building

abroad. Hochtief carried out seventy per

cent more
. construction work abroad

than in 1975, Beton- and Monierbau 84

per cent more, while Philipp Holzmann
stepped up contract work abroad by no
less than 107 per cent.

The fop ten civil engineering firms

accounted for nearly ninety per cent of

. . foreign' tanstructiOn contracts — a totojl

of roughly 12£00 million deutschmaiks.

Sevepl leading companies ,are. agaig

not listed because they prefer not to dis-

close trading figures. They include, for

instance, Bdnteltf and Coca Cola. Wjiat

they hope to gain from this reticence is

hard to see; it h a mystery even to theit

.competitors, -
j

Other companies, such as Deutsche

Marathon Petroleum, were not listed desi

plte turnover -

irj this firm’s case of
1,500' million deptschmaiks, the reason

being that they are mainly traders, not

manufacturers.

Classification according to turnover

presents problems in any case, with pub-

lished figure* varying substantially from

one publication to another. Turnover can

be defined in !'a number of ways.

Many companies issue three different

balance sheets, one for the parent com-
pany, one for the parent company and

its domestic subsidiaries In which a ma-
jority shareholding is held and a third

for group turnover, profits and payroll

all oyer the world.

In the case of Hoechst Chemicals the

last-named category includes 466 com-
panies of which 416 are registered

abroad.

Since there are no generally accepted

rules and regulations of accountancy go-

verning balance sheets for worldwide
operations, the figures cannot always be
directly compared.

They certainly convey a realistic, im-
pression of this counti/s top 100 com-
panies as they see themselves, however.

(Die Zelt, 2 September 1977)
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37ie two trading dtvfitona of larger group* tn the top ten oame flret and second. Raab Kink

,

Veba subsidiary, as is Stinnes, totalled DM?,043m In turnover last year but came eleventh a^
deduction of DAf1,284m tn oil ditties. For the same reason Aral, whose turnover Inoluthtda
duties totalled DM8,995m and would have rated third place, came fifteenth, trailing behindrL
Aid! and Rewe-Zentrdle. 4 ...

Top ten employers

1 Bundaspost

2 Bundesbahn

3

—

Siemens .

4 Hoachst
B VW
6 Baver

Thvssen

1976
Percentage change

481 578

390 807

3Q4TO
182 9B0
176 824

• i
i

•

. — 1.5

At the end of last year ihe top ten employers between them employed a payroll of129 wfl/ton «
nearly ten per cent of the gainfully employed. This figure was down marginally, by 56,171, m fti

previous year. But these figures are slightly misleading Inasmuch as wiamz/Sicftirew includefctffr
and overseas staff. The Bayer group, for Instance, employs 171,200 people all over the world lurf

only 64,336 tn this country. AEG-TelefUnken, on the other hand, employ only 30.100M
abroad. The Increase In Siemens' payroll Is due to the takeover of Osram.
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All the latest in sight and sound

at the Berlin radio show

Never before has Karl Mende, the

country’s second-largest manufactu-

rer of TV sets, exhibited so marty new

models at a Berlin radio Bhow. Yet' the

two that are probably most important

are not for sate.

One is a colour TV set with a built-in

micro-computer; this is a model he In-

tends to manufacture, but he is not yet

sure when.

The other is a colour TV specially

equipped to handle video data services

and the like which is not. scheduled to

be marketed until 1982.

It is a slack year for radio show exhi-

bitors, of course, with neither an Olym-

pics nor a soccer World Cup to send

customers flocking to the TV dealers’

showrooms. •
1

This year the Berlin radio show is the

only major sales pitch, and both TV
channels are doing their best to publi-

cise it. The Berlin radio show is, after

all, undoubtedly the largest trade fair of

its kind in Europe, and maybe in the

world.

No one would deny that the mam
purpose of the radio show is to boost

sales. Fifty per cent of households in

this country have colour TV sets, and

equipment.

From 1980 on audiovision is expected

to prove the next major market - video,

in other words. So the sights are already

being set.

Incorporation of a micro-computer in

colour TV sets is unquestionably a

major advance. Karl Mende may wonder

whether he has not been too ambitious,

but Biaupunkt and Siemens are already

marketing micro-computer models.

Market saturation, says Blaupunkfs Dr

Siegle, necessitates a wider range of

models, and computerisation marks a

new departure in comfort at the upper

end of the range.

The major manufacturers’ respective

ranges certainly testify to a difference in

outlook. Biaupunkt and Siemens sell so-

phisticated models requiring a degree of

familiarity with the operating instruc-

tions, whereas Nordmende apparently

have less confidence, in their customers.

Nordmende seta ire certainly easier to

programme, but at the same time less

versatile. Electronic programme selection

is limited to rijne options that can bp

preset no more than 24 hours in

advance.

Biaupunkt and Siemens micro-com-

puterised sets, oh. the pther hand,
s

can

store up to ' twenty commands given . up

to a year in advance or repeated daily

until such time as the instructions are

cancelled.
: M

When Biaupunkt and Siemeris sets are

programmed
,
an electronic; device nlust

first scan the available channels to locate

programmes.
v ; . »i;,n. r

•-

The Nordmende set does.:not require

this additional feature. If Jiou' know what

channel local transmissions Are' screened

on you can, dial if direct. ;
- .-i: f ' •

»

’ ^Hh the Nordmende receiver vipw.

ere can .hill hy remote control up to 29-

' ]r*«
^ v! -

IVrf**: — mv* »*

channels, whereas
1

Biaupunkt arid Sie-

mens only handle nineteen, but with

only three programmes from which to

choose in most parts of the country this

may hardly be felt to matter,

Other manufacturers' have resurrected

the idea of a picture within a picture, an

insert that flashes into one comer of the

screen to indicate what is on the other

channels. ' 1
•

This idea was tried but without much

success four years ago, and not all manu-

facturers have Joined the bandwaggon.

There are colour receivers with up to

three additional black-and white screen-

lets, but some manufacturers feej a swift

remote-control change 1 from one pro-

gramme to another is sufficient.

The picture within a picture Is cer-

tatniy an' expensive extra. The difference

in price 'is so great that a second set, a

black-and-white portable, could be

bought for the cost.

There is an unmistakable trend

towards smaller, 46 and 56-centimetre

screens, while 1977 models on average

use only half the power consumed by

TV sets of a decade ago.

By and large the introduction of

module components has made sets less

prone to break down. According to one

manufacturer 25 repairs now need carry-

ing out on 100 sets sold within twelve

months of sale.

Only a few years ago the correspond-

.»B TTgUTD Was IUU «u. w.

does not. of course, mean that each ana

every set went wrong at some stage

within a year of purchase; some needed

repairing more than once.

Many models bear witness to a desire

to improve sound reproduction, but

limits are imposed by the quality of trans-

missions, which renders hi-fi repro-

duction impossible.

Amplifiers and loudspeakers are fre-

quently better than might be inferred

from the quality of reproduction recei-

vers are obliged to provide.

Quality would appear to have become

the rule in stereo equipment. Models

that do not comply with hi-fi require-

ments are few and far between. This is

not altogether surprising, since DIN hi-

fi standards represent a compromise re-

ached by manufacturers which has only

A Videotext display at the ahow (Photo: dpa)

presented difficulties in respect of cas-

sette tape decks.

Hi-fi tape decks call for such complex

electronics that they cost much the

same as conventional tape recorders of

comparable quality (which Is easier to

achieve with higher tape speeds).

Cassettes, however, are easier to hand-

le. Japanese manufacturers are trying to

launch a larger cassette which runs at

higher speeds. The quality is undeniably

better, but then the price is higher. The

new cassette has probably arrived too

late to gain a significant share of the

market.

Stereo devices with separate tuner,

speakers and record deck are growing

increasingly up-market. In thb medium

and lower price-brackets combined re-

cord-players and radios or tape decks are

gaining the upper hand.

The reason is. or so it would seem.

%il„t .....rummiviv-Rtni*-* O

ing tired of the festoons of wiring need-

ed to link up the various components.

Most manufacturers still provide quad-

rophony, but under the counter only, as

it were, and few customers bother to

enquire, which is, perhaps, hardly surpri-

sing.

The broadcasting authorities are partly

to blame, since quadro transmissions are

the exception rather than the rule and

usually undertaken by accident rather

than by design.

What is more, however, there are too

few quadrophonic records and tapes

available to make quadro particularly at-

tractive, and many people who have in-

vested in quadrophony are disappointed

because it has not lived up to expecta-

tions.

For the time being broadcasters ap-
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poar wholeheartedly to prefer stereo re-

corded with: the, aid of a synthetic head

device, which ensures better quality.

AmbisoniCj an all-round sound import

from Britain, may yet reign supreme, al-

though it did not figure prominently at

the Berlin radio show.

A number pf manufacturers claim that

their equipment - in the
,

higher Prfw
range, of course — can be, adapted to

ambisonic. Maybe the new technique

will make its app$apnce at the next ra-

dio show in two years’ time.

Technically it might well knock stereo

into a cocked hat, but not mono, which

is stili adequate for many purposes. It

should certainly prove more than a

match for quadro.

The video market is in a state of flux.

Despite a disappointing start Telefunken

have yet to drop their ten-minute TED

video disc, but are said to be interested

in the VHS video cassettes developed by

ruiiUin

cord for up to two hours.

They will, of course, be competing

with the VCR cassettes, which both

Grundig and Philips claim to have

stepped up from sixty to 130 minutes.

Other manufacturers have followed suit

wilh VCR LP.

VHS should be available in this coun-

try by the middle of next year. The

quality of its reproduction of a test card

in Berlin was not entirely convincing,

but improvements are promised.

JVC will also be launching a new and

easy-to-handle VHS video camera which,

they claim, could well replace Super 8.

WUh the recorder costing 3,000

deutschmarks or so and the camera 4,000

marks and more this claim seems fairly

improbable.

A de luxe version of the VHS camera,

incorporating zoom and and an electio-

ns range-finder, will probably cost 1,000

marks more. The two-hour cassette, on

the other hand, will cost only sixty

marks or so.

v CB rgdio, qapie, into, its
.

.pwn for the

first, time at
,

'this year’s, .Berlin radip

show*' It -is a market in which Far. East*

em manufacturers.predpminate.

The only device on show that was

manufactured. In this country was* a -cat

radio with CB (Citizens
1 Band), wav*

lengths. Domestic manufacturers do $ot

yet seem to know what to make 'of'CB.

But. to. foto by. pwkpt CP
shoui4 p^;;|Jw®ws
tor. It -will not be ebsf and Intimate in

: the way that manunfetom- dali^,hpW-

ever. A number of pQUce fttfw already

tune in regularly.

. CB radio, which ft not unduly aopju*-

; tlcat^ ihdStoiy, saqm* sure to hsre

a number of surprises in store,

Walter Baler

, , $«Plerobffl 18773
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SCIENCE

Scientists discuss structure of matter

at Hamburg symposium

About 2,300 years ago Democritus,

the Greek philosopher, hit on the

idea that everything around us might be

ipade up of a few basic elements,

j
As far as he was concerned they were

tour in number: fire, water, earth and
4ir. These four, he believed, are everlast-

ing, indestructible and unchanging. He
(Jailed them atoms, meaning indivisible.

! We now know, of course!, that Demo-
critus’s four elements are not the last

word on the subject. They are not indi-

visible. All that remains of his idea is

the word atom.
: And even the atom can no longer be

regarded as indivisible and has not been

since the discovery of nuclear fission by

Otto Hahn, a German chemist.

Yet oddly cnougli there was still talk

of the four basic elements of matter at a

recent international congress of physi-

cists in Hamburg. Nowadays, however,

they are not atoms, but quarks.
1 More than five hundred scientists

from thirty countries spent a week dis-

cussing research into the basic structure

<jf matter. They were in Hamburg for

tjhe International Symposium on Lepton
and Photon Interaction at High En-
ergies, which is held every other year.

! Maybe it would be as well to start

with a thumbnail sketch of what has

been happening recently as far as scien-

tists specialising in elementary particle

research are concerned.

Scientists have known since the early
yean of this century f/iuc the alum con-
sists of three different kinds of smaller
particles: electrons, protons and neu-
trons.

Electrons orbit the nucleus like pla-

nets orbit the Sun, while the nucleus it-

self is composed of positively-charged
protons and neutral neutrons.

For years physicists have been trying

tp discover whether these atomic par-

ticles, which between them account for

virtually the sum total of matter, are not
in fact made up of yet smaller particles.

In 1962 a US scientist, Murray Cell-

Man, published his theory that these

smaller particles do exist. He reckoned
there are three kinds of what he called

quarks, an artificial word he borrowed
from James Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake.

In 1969 Professor Gell-Man was
awarded the Nobel physics prize foT his

theoretical work on the subject, but his

theories have yet to be scientifically

proved as fact.

H was obvious at Hamburg, however,
that few, if any, leading physicists doubt
the existence of quarks any longer. Over
the past three years the pattern of evi-

dence has grown so closely interlinked

that few arguments can be advanced to

dispute their existence.

This latest chain of research began

with a discovery made in November
1974 by two other American physicists,

Samuel Ting and Burton Richter.

Their discovery seemed to ran counter

to Gell-Man's theory inasmuch as it ne-

cessitated the addition of a fourth quark,

which was dubbed “charm.”

But the more the physicists came to

learn about charm, the more they felt it

bore out Gell-Man's theory except in

one single respect, that there are four

quarks, not three.

The final link In the chain of evi-

dence available to prove the existence of

“charm" was one of the three outstand-

ing research results made public at the

Hamburg conference.

Physicists working at the city’s elec-

tron synchroton, a particle accelerator

known as DESY (which in German is

pronounced "Daisy”), have discovered

what is know as the F meson, a particle

which is phenomenally difficult to prove

exists and consists of a charm quark and

S hades of Diet Tracy! Something like

the wrist radio that the US comic
strip hero detective uses in his fight

against crime may soon become reality.

Scientists attending the 26th congress
of the Hermann Oberth Association in

Berlin this month heard about a new
type of mini-telephone, equipped with
microphone and transceiver, which can
be strapped to the wrist like a quartz

wristwatch.

Professor Philipp Hartl of Berlin’s

Technical University, said this latest

scientific gadget would be useful not
only in space travel. Right here on Earth
it could, within a few years, be used via

satellites, to enable 100 million people
to easily talk to each other.

And thanks to space technology it is

not only “total communication” which
is now about to be made possible. Scien-
tists also hotly debated the question of
how we can leave our solar system and
set up communities on other planets in

the Milky Way.
This Included suggestions which any

laymen today would still consider as part

of some far-off Utopia, but which seri-

ous scientists put forward as definitely

within the realms of stark possibility.

a strange quark (which are two different

kinds of quark).

The combinations of charm quarks

and the other two varieties, which are

known as up and down quarks (for want,

of a better narne)^ had already been dis-

covered.

A second major event at the Hamburg
congress concerned not the heavy ele-

mentary particles, the hadrons, but the
lightweight particles, the best known of
which is the electron.

Physicists term these lightweight par-

ticles leptons, and in recent months
final doubts as to the existence of a su-

perheavy brother of the electron, the so-

called heavy lepton, which is 4,000
times heavier than the electron, have

been dispelled.

With the confirmation of the heavy

lepton’s existence the number of leptons

has probably increased from four to six,

since a neutron counterpart may be pre-

sumed to exist and has been dubbed the

heavy neutrino.

The existence of more than four lep-

tons has started physicists thinking,

since they tend to feel that leptons and
quarks ought to be equal in number. In

other words, there would seem to be

more than four quarks too.

In Hamburg another American physi-

cist, Professor Leon Lcderman, provided

One day well have

a phone up

our sleeves
For instance. Professor F. Winterberg,

of the University of Nevada, suggested

sending a complete self-contained com-
munity into Space. In fact his proposal

envisaged an artificial type of city con-

tained in a type of saucer with a diame-

ter of one kilometre and SO metres long.

This type of fantastic project shows
that some prophets of whafs-tq-come-
in-the-space-travel field are barely able

to free themselves from their predisposi-

tion towards gigantic undertakings.

Be this as it may. Professor Winter-
berg did not think his space cylinder

would become a reality for another 100
or even 200 years.

Other lecturers concentrated more on
finding better and more efficient ways
of fuelling future spaceships.

Current chemical fuels in use enable

spaceships to attain speeds which are of
use only within our known solar system.

the first pointer to the existence
c(

fifth quark. This, then, was the jyj
major discovery unveiled in Hambm*

:

At the Fermi laboratories near Cife
go Professor Lederman has discovered!

particle that is ten times heavier thu
hydrogen atom and boasts propJ
that can only be explained by m2
it to be a fifth quark. ^

Lederman’s discovery ha9 yet to h
confirmed, but physicists are aired

drawing their conclusions. How m
quarks are there, they wonder. Win lS
existence ever be proved individual^

If, for that matter, there are naj

more varieties of quark awaiting disc!

ery, which Professor Lederman suspect]

is the case, will they will turn out toh

the smallest particles of matter or

«

they too made up of yet smaller »
tides?

These queries can only be answered

with the aid of still larger reran!

devices. Already the largest particle an-

lerators in use are four miles in circum-

ference and cost hundreds of millions d

deutschmarks.

One country alone will soon no b
ger be able to foot- the bill of basics

search in this sector, although the

generation of accelerators, Petra is

Hamburg and Pep in Stanford, CbMh-

nia, will still be built under the aegis d

individual countries.

Talks are, however, under way with i

view to international cooperation on lb

next generation but one, which will it

particle accelerators with a circumfer-

ence of up to thirty miles.

Reiner Korbmm
(Hunnovorscho Allgemeino, 2 September 1971)

If one wanted to fly to the ware*

star in the Milky Way, for instance,

using today's known means of proptf

sion, one would need hundreds of thw-

sands of years to get there.

Among suggestions at the Beilt

space conference was the use of electiii.

propulsion units which would enable

ionised gas to be propelled at extraonf-

nnriiy high speed. Scientists also cons'"

dered the possibilities of atomic propul-

sion including the fusion rocket - *

though it will, take decades before M*

will be able to adequately control iw

fusion process in laboratories on Earth-

Meanwhile, space experts are alraaj

dreaming of achieving the highesr sp$»

possible in space: the speed of light.

.
Theoretically we already know ho? *

attain this speed. Matter, joined with so-

called anti-matter, would be transfon^

100 per cent Into energy and thaw

provide a laser-like light beam to po™

rockets.

But to achieve this, all the e*®

available on Earth would have to w

brought into play
1 — which means P

this idea will no doubt remain no Qw

than an idea for a long time to com*-

(Frankfurter Allgemelne

fBr Deutschland, 6 September 1,J '
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EDUCATION

All universities in Europe should be
.f i v !|

European in their outlook, say experts

E urope is still very much on the aca-

demic agenda, as the inauguration of

I

the Institute of European Studies at Ba-

dia Fiesolana, near Florence, has shown.
1

It was inaugurated to the sound of

Ministerial acclaim, well staffed and ge-

nerously endowed. Trie erstwhile- rrtbn- >

asteiy and Renaissance domain, of Mat-.,

iteo Bosso stands 'a fair chance of beco-

ming a Romantic idyll of European aca-

demic research.
• This Florentine brains trust is by no

means the first of its kind. In 1949,

When Badio Fiesolana was still a reli-

gious boarding school, the College of

Europe was established in Bruges, Bel-

gium. .
*?•

1
Bruges has a yearly intake of between

fTOO and 120 postgraduate students from

at least fifteen’ countries. This year there

are 124 students from 25 European.and-

overseas countries, with students from

this country second in number only to

the Belgians.

;
The college library, which is open to

-visitors as well as full-time students and
staff, boasts 80,000 books and periodo-

cals and is rated one of the most com-
prehensive in the world on matters re-

lating to European integration.

In Bruges the languages of liislructioh

are French and English. In Florertce

German, Danish, Italian and Dutch are

spoken too.

• Initial intake at Badia Fiesolana com-
prises' 73 research students, with Ger-
mans and Italians coming equal first

numerically at fourteen each.
Eleven other nationalities are repre-

sented, but only the British are similarly

in a position to field a soccer team. The
200 postgraduate students

:

in Bruges and
Florence all liave one aim- in common, a

.diploma in European studies.

Course and methods are infer-disci-

plinary, with the emphasis on special

subjects. Students study not only legal,

social or economic aspects of their cho-
sen subject, but also inter-relationships,

political repercussions and preconditions

of integration.

Both students and staff benefit from
differint

,
university traditions, outlooks

and methods of study arid research, with

the result that - even without; monastery,
walls end historic city-centres the twq'
institutes have more in common with
the medieval university than with Its nine-

teenth-century successor.

European studies entail a more uni-

versal approach than the nationally-

orientated, monodisciplimary outloqk to

which we have grown accustomed over

the past century or so.

In addition to Florence and Bruges
there arc 69 departments or institutes of

European studies at Common Market
universities, although their terms of
teference generally relate to one faculty

only.

Oddly enough, Britain and France
boast the largest number despite being
widely regarded as countries’ that are

predisposed towards placing obstacles in

the way of European integration. . .

What is more, the two dozen French'

institutes and the sixteen British

departments include multi-disciplinary

and postgraduate courses, which are the

exception rather than the rule.

In Strasbourg, at the intersection of,

Mediterranean and Northern European
civilisations, as a brochure puts it, stu-

dents at tbe.Institut des Hautes Etudes.

'Eufop6tambs Have, since
1

1952, been able.

>;to .crown thpir studied with a European
' diploma.

‘

'

1 - 1 '
' ' 1

Here too, in Strasbourg's rue Schiller,

many nations are represented. More than 1

haU ; the ' 63 students currently enrolled;

are not French.They come from twenty*

countries, and hot only Europe, but also'

Africa, Asia and America.

As a rule only between forty and sixty;

per cent manage to put in the additional''

research required for a Strasbourg di-

ploma in European studies; the remain-

der make do with a certificate.

The options vary from institute to in-

stitute ‘and ftom country to country, but

a PhD thesis in European studies is by

no means out of the question.

In the Federal Republic of Germany
well over 500 PhD theses on European
integration have made the grade. In the

various EEC countries some 2£00 dis-

sertations on European affairs were

submitted between 1952 and 1976.

The Strasbourg course, which may be

considered typical of multi-disciplinary,

curricula, may be subdivided into four

main sections:

— the history of Europe- and the Euro-

pean idea;
.

'

- the administration and functions of

European institutions and organisations

within and outside the EEC;
— European trade: domestic and foreign

trade, agricultural, regional and industria-

lisation policies and stages of economic
integration;

- politics and social science with spe-

cial reference to international relations. ,

No such masterplan can be taken to il-:

lustrate the general
,
run of courses that

stay within the scope of individual fa-

culties. Course requirements are largely;

determined in accordance with the per- 1

sonar preference, of the head of depart-

<

ment. That is certainly true of this'

country. /

The sole postgraduate institute with

cohesive lecture courses in -European

economics, politics and law forms part

of the Uniyemity of - the. Saarland Is.',

headed by Professor L.-j. Constantines-

co- :
: v": 'SM .

1

? :-,i> • £

:

Courses last V singl# Winter' semester

and are - held: primarily , for [law- graduates, *

with- :the emphasis on Communityj law
k

aspects of European Integration.

.
As a result of university legislation in

"
this country the Saar institute is current-

ly undergoing a transitional phase, how-
ever, with the result that the' dozen stu-

dents attending the current course will

qualify for neither a certificate nor a dip-

loma.
'

At present neither option is available, .

in this countiy.

The Saar institute has been ip exis- .

tence for 25 years. More recently bourses

in European studies have been inaugu-
rated at the universities of Bonn, Biele-

feld, Cologne, Gottingen, Hamburg,
Mannheim, Munich, Ttibingen and

1

WUrzburg.

,
As a rule iiiey are primarily econo-

mics, law. or political soience courses. In-
1

^disciplinary cooperation has since

1969 been coordinated by a European
integration working party.

Founder-members of this association

include Professor Alfred MQller-Armack,
the current president of the working
party, and Professor Walter Hallstein,

the first- president - of the European
Commission in Brussels.

The working party now has a mem-
bership of roughly 150, lawyers and -

economists for the most part, but not a
single scientist.

;

’

.
In, say, chemistry and physics, re-

search projects can be coordinated, but
European integration of numbers, quan-
tities and molecules is not yet feasible,

apologists explain.

• Connoisseurs of the European univer-
sity scene claim that the establishment
of European university .institutes or

Study abroad regarded as a
luxury, survey shows

T his country runs a serious risk of

being relegated to the status of an:

intellectual backwater, or so Professor ;

Reimut Jochimsen fears.

Professor Jochimsen, state secretary to

the Bonn Ministry of Education and
Science, voices his anxiety in connection
with two surveys of the interest shown
by students and school-leavers in a

course of. study abroad.

The surveys,) both commissioned by

the Ministry, reach depressing conolu--

sions. Eighty-two per cent of those

questioned felt a semester or two abroad

would prove worthwhile, but only five

per cent intend to act on this convic-

tion.

A
;
similar trend was pinpointed a de-

cade ago in a survey conducted by
DAAD, the German: Academic Ex- .

change Service, but in the meantime the
:

gap between word and deed has widened
further.

There are good reasons why this is

the case. A majority of students agree

that a course of study abroad is of edu-

cational value inasmuch as it Improves
command of foreign languages, broadens

horizons, fosters personality develop-
ment and promotes International under-
standing, but these veryi qualifies, indl-

cate the drawbacks.

A course of study abroad is evidently
regarded as of general educational value,

'

thereby qualifying as something of an
academic luxury In the context of degree
course and examination requirements.

The general tendency towards .a. lack

.

of 1

mobility is not due primarily id
•

formal considerations, but to insecurity :

.

and anxiety with regard to the future.
’

Students nowadays, while not object
ing to the idea of a semester or two
abroad, am worried about the* time they
may lose,' about the -additional financial

•

burden, the lack of fin intihedlafely dft-
-

cemible benefit in terms of academic
1

or
career prospects end the impossibility of .

having credits and qualifications gafoaf,
at foreign univeisitles acknowledged’ in'
this country.’ • ‘s"

1 f • t: :>p
>.

Most students anticipate a further de*
teriohtion ih the already depressing:*^

v

1

ployment prospects fpr .university grqity.

Continued on pap 11

complete universities is somewhat d.
exercise In sleight of nomenclature.

.
In this day and age social, ecow*

9
and political integration and
pendence are so widespread andfo*

'

Chlng that all universities in w
ought to be European in outlook If2
claim in any way to be geared tom
cal requirements.

It ii they say, antediluvian to mm ’

lawyers with a university training ^ *

blandly ignores European law or toli (
economists without ensuring that iu

"

gain an insight into economic dni te

stances .and,; processes in neighfe c

countries u ’ v. -’
.

&

;
Univfetsitics. in general must’lje fr

ropeanued, .the argument runs.’ Tin
c

must be' ’no ipore European 'duckofl
^

eggs, no' more1 European academic &
^

claves. £

It is nonetheless acknowledged tb

such university courses in Europa
J

studies as exist have been respond

for a welcome academic mobility slit
1

Europe, thereby fostering dialogues It

..tween opinion leaders, which is uh !

dispensable prerequisite of integral
j

In other respects mobility has dfc
1

nished rather than increased, with ai

educational authority giving prefera
j

to its own and universities tendint
1

:

Impdse a ban or ceiling on foreign 4>

dents.

Does this, by any chance, mean Ih

the much vaunted dialogue is viitwllj

an exchange of opinion from ok

church tower to another, a debate c®

ducted by blinkered bourgeois?

In addition to lecture, seminars, dip-

lomas and dissertations European insti-

tutes and academic staff in all counts

have spun an International web of corn

plementary facilities.

Guest lectures are held, colloquiums,

symposia and conferences. Periodicals

are edited. The various facilities and their

Integration potential merit acadwit

study for their own sake.

Bruges Week has made a name for it-

self, benefiting from the patronage if

Europeans by profession, such as U
TIndemans, Francois-Xavler Ortoi

Georg Kahn-Ackermann and Geoqfl

Spfinale, and of no fewer than five

gian Cabinet Ministers.

Its patrons ensure kudos and public-

ty, its academic staff ensure high stand-

ards.
, _

Florence, however, is unlikely to prow

the training-ground of a future geo^

tlon of European officials. Funds art

«

longer as readily available as they

were for European and international

ganisations, many of which are fltaW

overstaffed.-
'

:

."'

; v Openlngs are still available,' but ww.

as a .general .rale* for Greeks, SpW1

,

and Portuguese, it would seem. J
quiries from these countries at »
Council ' of - Europe or the Etirapw.

Commission in Brussels indicate

they- are* -optimistically rpreparlng *#;

their share of O'fflcial appointments.
;

The initiators apd directors of

pean institutes are .rtofmainly concernw

,
to ensure that former students find

jobs with European organisations, ho*.

:
ever.

'

’ Fernand L’Huillier, longstanding
di-

rector of the Strasbourg institute,
-

taches substantial, importance to iiwj"

-tionalised encounters between acad^
staff and future opinion leaden in tw*

-.various countries. -
'

• . .

"What matters," he says. la toW
'personal links and facilitate fi

open dialogue across, frontiers and Pgr.

riera otriientality.The objective v

ito bjeak! the bounds of a small-scale^
|

roperof the technocrats."
! “ .'^1

JQrgeri-Xkusydn^^l
(Diuucho ZcituOi^Z

|

THE ARTS

world confer if! Cologne

C
ritifcs 'criticised critics' at -fi recent

four-day gathering of AICA, the Ih- t

temational Association of Art Critics, In e

Cologne. It was the 1 first time they have I

ever convened in this country.

Topics discussed, albeit behind door* t

closed to the general public, included i

Theories and Methods of Contemporary <

Art Criticism, Problems of Realism To- !

day and The Expansion of Art. 1

Contributions were made by art critics

from both East and West, with critics

from the East bloc countries tending to

concentrate on realism.

About one in four of the 180 or so

delegates came from the GDR, Poland,

Hungary, Yugoslavia, Rumania and the

Soviet Union.

The congress was hold in a relaxed

atmosphere, but there was no lack of

substantive self-questioning, self-criti-

cism and even ironic fouling of one's

own nest.
'

Applause and amused approval greet-

ed Polish critic Mieczyslaw Porebski's

views on Critics and Method, in which

he outlined the painstaking endeavours

by the critics' guild to borrow ideas

from a plethora of scientific and acade-

mic disciplines.

"Sociologists and linguists have been

consulted, phenomenologists and logi-

cians, semiologists and ethnologists,” he

claimed. “Reference has also been made

to the theory of information, the theory

0f pJay^to nyhflmfltlpB,.BtnmfiirflliBiTi.Jnd—
psychoanalysis.

“At this rate we shall ourselves be-

come philosophers, epistemologists, on-

tologists and axiologists in the search for

an explanation for our growing impo-

tence.”- •

According to Pofebski the only criti-

cal method that seriously merits consi-

deration is “provocation to stimulate

evocation” But can the critic aspire to

provocateur status if, as Potebski well-

nigh malignantly claims, he is a voyeur,

fetishist, exhibitionist, sadist or maso-

chist? *
5 i -

H '

•
*•';'

And what can you expect of a cntic

whose earlier life is described by Po-

rebski in the folloivlrig grihfi Terms: “His

was a difficult childhood, he failed to

make It as art' artist and rtow he is a cri-

tic”? i
-Vs

Yet epough, Poreb?ki;i reaches

the following;,conclusion: “For me the

critic-,is,jjrat|«n4, forenjost fi player, a

headlong player whose sole amhition- is

to ensure, that the pme
.
gqpa

,

on and

I'.'As a means, of conceptionallsing artjs-

tic quality* Afift jfelt, both biplogical Mid

economic (the old, and the new) ap.-

proaches are highly unsuitable.

1 “Biological 'development proceeds in

accordance with laws governed by ge-

netical factors, whereas creative art, in

common with oil other forms of human,

social activity, is governed by laws that

are dialectical in character.

“They are based on the response of

the human intellect and imagination to

events in Man’s environment for which

he himself is mainly responsible.”

Linguistic outings into other disci-

plines were not what upset Georg Jappe

of Cologne, representing this country.

His criticism, in a contribution entitled

Methods - Where Are They?, was le-

velled at lack of method and critical

substance.

Jappe systematically analysed 692 ne-

wspaper reports on docuinenta, the Kas-

sel art show, and concluded that Ham-

burg aestheticist Bazon Brock was right

in his criticism of documents critics.

Professor Brock accused an entire ge-

neration of critics of abdicating respon-

sibility.

Jappe defines method not as a coher-

ent system, but as an adequate interpre-

tation. ‘That” he explained, “is why we

ought, for instance, to be interested in

whether the most frequently-mentioned

artists really seem likely to make art liis-

Terance Kalba, Gislinda Skroblln and Ivan Llska In the Triadic Baltet

(Photo: use uunsj

the lL!-cpns[de;ed conceptual pomencla-

ture adbpted

called Into question the approach toi art

Criticism 1 ;bb$fed ^bti
[ Ehistqty of ( develop-

ment -di «’ ]*•

He'
1,noted, - arid 1 provided* Brittle evi-j

dence,"tti4t the’ language of 'DaVwirt' *hae

spread throughout tbe-.cr©tive;8Tts,-and

demonrtrated that . dhe. laws’ :of » biology

prove,insufficient: to account fori aitratio

phenqmenaJi v> .-/ J I- ''"j

To. illustrate >hls pedot Jaff6iexamlned

the term “development
1

,’*iwhich is widely

used jn grt critioism wdifirt

“Development ln tne Da^pian sense

'The opposite would appear to be

more conceivable, since there is next to

no discussion of difficult artists any lon-

ger. But what, then, is the purpose of art

criticism?"

Fellow-critics, Jappe complained, are

still predisposed to pass judgment rather

than to offer an interpretation, and this,

he said, was as true of critics abroad as

of critics in this country.

Criticism, he averred, ought also to

encourage' promising youngsters and to

be objective in its criticism of VIPs

among both critics and artists. “We

must,” he reckoned, “learn how to draw

a clearer distinction between individual

and object."

Last but not least, the trend must not

be towards a handful of critics establish-

ing themselves as taste-makers in small

circle* and plivirig difficult id distint ..

guish* fr6iii ’private art agentsT

Hans JQrgen Papies and Peter H.

Feist, both from- ^e
f
.GPB, yere very.,

much at one with' artistic' blgWigs in

their own country.
'

'

-j
.j-

j

:
,?<*( i.i f.'?:'.

' 1

j.i ii • •< ’• 1 • ’ll' • •d. 1 •

"

.> Continued from page <10 ' i

ates. Further .delay will
,

thus bo tQ theit

dipadyantagu- . m m. i* .

Lack of inform^QU .about,the oppor-

tuniti?3
,,

thpt, ^e pyaUpbl^ is anQther

tro^i^ou.ffay^pccasion#, hwrpf

other s|udept^ ; rWhp

Papies dealt with the relationship be-

tween the arts and ideology, marshalling

sound but somewhat one-sided argu-

ments, while Feist reviewed the progress

of realistic sculpture in the GDR.
1

Wolfgang Muttheuer, for instance,

who rates himself a painter of political

paintings, may comply with the prevail-

ing ideology and political practice in the

GDR. yet “by virtue of the entire artistic

structure of his work lie creates a pic-

torial model of specific living values in

the GDR; he creates ideology and does

not merely illustrate It.”

Papies likewise asserts that this coun-

try’s Joseph Beuys combines art and

ideology, albeit not Marxist ideology.

‘To lids extent structure of an ideolo-

gical system arc indeed apparent, parti-

cularly since Beuys, in this complexity

of his system- would aby Uhc.lQ.lKlfl-

bring about social change.

This comparison must have come as

something of a surprise to Western lis-

teners. Joseph Beuys, a social and art re-

volutionary, and Wolfgang Mattheuer, an

affirmative socialist realist, cannot so

easily bo directly compared.

East bloc critics enthusiastically wel-

comed a worldwide renaissance of realis-

tic painting. Vadim Polevoi of the Soviet

Union hailed the renaissance of realism

in seventies’ art as part of a major histo-

rico-artistic process.

“Without venturing to anticipate the

shape problems of realism may take in

years to come" he declared, “1 should

like" to stress that artistic development

must necessarily give rise to problems of

realism.”

French critic Pierre : Restany must

havd irked'thV advotateS of1 realism by

going on to assert that realism is a me-

taphor Qf power.,

y

- : '*
Werner KrOger

(Kftlner Stadt-Anzelger, 7 Sepiombur 1977)

Oskar Schlemmer’s

Triadic Ballet

shown in Berlin

B auhaus artist Oskar Schlcmmer's

work is currently undergoing a re-

vival at the Trends of Twenties exhibi-

tion sponsored by the Council of Eu-

rope as pari of West Berlin's Festwo-

chen.

The reconstruction of his Triadic Bal-

let, premiered in Stuttgart in 1922, was

decidedly a new production rather than

a revival, since there are few records of

the original choreography.

So Gerhard Buhner’s choreography,

seen by a packed house at the Akadcmig

der KUnste, was new, as was Hans-Joa-

chim Hespos' specially-commissioned

music.

Strictly speaking, only the costumes

were Schlenimer’s, copied either from

the original costumes in Stuttgart's

Staatsgaierie or from photographs and

the artists’s original designs.

This is a ballet that made art history.

The costumes, strictly, stiffly geometri-

cal, determine the choreography. Bizarre

spirals and rotating discs are optically

striking but restrict artistic leeway where

motion is concerned.

Three dancers' wealing eighteen cos-

tumes’ in air describe geometrical figures

in three sections, each with its own co-,

lour scheme:- yellow for the cheerful,

burlesque, pink for the Ceremonial and

black for the mystical,- fantastic.

This investigation qf the relationship

1 bettoeeh Man and space based on fin

idea of Oskaf SChlemmeris 'still raiiki a$

drt interesting:experiment,' or so today’s;

nnhlir. nlenrlv’ feels-:
- •.!:' •

ifmc' Staff, Aj

Mankind, Combination of and contusion

between the two terms leads to results

borderingo'ri mystification”'
1

^ Yet Students wkq
5^Wn avraij^jl

a university place do hot stand to fbnelt

it bj adtinding time abroad. There ate as

yet no Strict 'reglUitibns -goVflriiing the

duration of courses, aha even if such ie-

gUlationi are introduced thete
1 will ! still

be the possibility of d sabbatical year.

What is more, postgraduate and

DAAD. grants are available. DAAD, for

instance, had IB million deiitschmdrka

in grant' allocations at fir disposal .in'

1967; by 1973 the figure' Hatf ' hicn!a$I;

to six million and It.currenny^stand^at

roufehty'' thirteen
1

million deutschmirks.*

' Undergraduate
.

grants for courses, of
J

Study, abrtrad are harder to corpe by. Less

ted ISffe' and a mote genetouaTinterprota-

tion' ti’ grant prdvisi^s coiiltf work

wonders.
. ."w

dy&g
;

ibrbad.' The i flgiire' .has reitialhed

cbksttol' for years1
. B^'lntematicmal

standards the FeddhiV Republic bl Gdr^
1

public clearly* feels-;* ' -
• i:

'

.

(riamburijvr Abendblatt, 5 September 19V7J
• i.» Ii-Ti i.tv

.
. . .

-

iri?ny has ^tUm^eil: front.' foiirtH^ tb thir-

teehili plaice.
1

;
;

-

between 1^2
«

'aqd' 1972
,
coppbrles.

such as Francs, Britain or the ,Un»e4

Stat^s.hgve doused the nupiber qf ^eii

ste^bfeab^d.pyptyeqs. , j:

:

=
:

=• •• •

. “Students
,

would
(
do wellttos remember,

that- time spent abroad can .prove, mqst

beqe.netal. fit
i job .rintetviews*? Professor

Jochimpen.noteStii
r
i

!
• :,y.\ l ••• >• r-*

!

.-

.

MA' year, spent in Ldndbnj Ptague w
Uppsala willTrequehUy make )a mb»'< fa-

vourable Impression oft '5i poteHtial : em-

ployet than .tr unlveislty courea cbrhplfet*

ed in the' shortest-possibleTifnA,^’'
• * v

i. ,i i
• :,i -,i Wnkel

F b- ; ’,|V
1 '
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MEDICINE

Doctors discuss causes of heart

attacks at Karlsruhe congress

A nxiety about the heart attack hazard

is widespread, and justifiably so. An
increasing number of relatively young
people are suffering heart attacks, many
of which prove fatal.

For years there have been pet theories

about what causes heart attacks, so

much so that what might almost be

termed ideologies have arisen and con*

troversy has raged.

A platform discussion on The Heart

Attack, Risk Factors, Realities or Ideo-

logies? formed part of a recent therapy

congress in Karlsruhe chaired by Profes-

sor Max Joseph Halhuber, director of

KOnigshBhenricd heart clinic.

The discussion was intended to clarify

the situation, but as it happened it may
well have left many doctors who attend-

ed even more confused than they were

beforehand.

For years smoking, high blood pres-

sure, a poorly balanced diet, lack of ex-

ercise and so-called psyclio-social stress

have been deemed responsible, in vary-

ing degrees and orders of importance,

for the increase in heart attack cases.

They are all factors that could, in

theory, be eliminated — if only, that is,

we were capable of coping with our-
selves and others. Thus the heart attack

would seem to be a model complaint for

elimination by means of preventive

measures.

Heidelberg physiologist Professor
Hans Schaefer, a specialist in social

medicine, outlined in Karlsruhe a pro-
vocative set of theories designed to

wreak havoc with accepted views on the
subject.

It is far too early as yet to draw up a
general theory of the heart attack, he
claimed. So many inter-related factors

are involved and too little is known
about their inter-relationships.

,
Professor Halhuber, he felt, was taking

the easy way out by referring to the

WHO definition, which is that the heart

attack is clearly characterised by pain
and enzyme and electrocardiogram
changes.

1
Professor Hans Erhard Bock, who has

held overall responsibility for the ther-

apy congress for many years, seconded
Professor Halhuber, however, by reiterat-

ing the classic tenet that the heart attack

is due to a coronary occlusion or throm-
bosis.

; This classic theory has unfortunately
fallen into slight disrepute inasmuch as

it forms part of a controversial view held

by a medical outsider, Stuttgart internal

specialist Dr Berthold Kem, and his

Supporters.

Dr Kem and his somewhat fanatical

associates draw a distinction between
what they call a coronarogenic heart at-

tack and a myocardlogenic heart attack.

The one is due to coronary failure, the

other to a failure of the heart muscle,

which, or so the Kemites claim, calls for

special treatment, particularly a course of

stiophanthin tablets.

Dr Kern's pseudo-scientific attacks on
Established theory have wrought , much
havoc, but they ought not to be allowed

tb result hi their more conventional op-

ponents growing equally fanatical in ad-

vancing their views.

One established and surely undeniable

ft ot is that a heart attack is due first and
foremost to a discrepancy between sup-

ply and demand for oxygen, however
caused.

When certain sections of the heart

muscle which must have a regular oxy-

gen supply to keep up its punishing

nonstop work suddenly get too little

oxygen they to all intents and purposes

asphyxiate.

Cardiac muscle cells in the area in

question die, causing the attack. Depen-
ding on the extent and location of the

attack, the functions of the heart as a

whole may be seriously impaired.

Oxygen supply is not the sole crite-

rion, however, as Professor Schaefer

pointed out. There are a number of
others, although their individual effect

cannot as yet be ascertained.

There are, for instance, the electro-

lytes, which play a part in the metabol-

ism of heart muscle cells. The first and
foremost of these is calcium.

Then there is the way in which nerve

stimuli are passed on to the coronaries,

which is as yet a complete mystery. All

that is known is that the coronary ves-

sels contract when certain stimuli are

passed through the vagues nerve by

means of acetylcholin, the carrier sub-

stance.

Professor Schaefer is convinced tliat

iiiosr coronary thromboses occllr after <hc

heart attack, not beforehand. Thus the

classic theory explaining how heart at-

tacks are caused must be abandoned or

at least expanded, and not because it is

wrong, but because it is too one-sided.

Professor Ebstein from Zurich, a

Swiss specialist in social medicine, dealt

with a number of assertions he termed
either wrong or partly wrong. They
related mainly to the role of dietary

imbalance in causing either heart attacks
or sclerosis.

It is wrong, he said, to maintain that

the causes of arterial sclerosis are. un-
known, that hereditary factors rather

than environmental influences play a

S ixteen years after thalidomide the

lessons have still not been learnt,

claims Frankfurt paediatrician Professor

Otto Hoevels.

Opening a refresher course for phar-
macists at TravemOnde on 29 August
Professor Hoevels noted that drug con-
sumption during the first six months of
pregnancy has quadrupled over the past

ten years.

Yet since the thalidomide affair it has

been generally agreed that pregnant
women should be prescribed as few
drugs as possibly especially during the
early stages of pregnancy.

crucial part in the causation of heart at-

tacks and that dietary changes, especially

in relation to fats, cannot reduce the risk

in either case.

Professor Ebstein sought in great de-

tail to back up his contention that ar-

terial sclerosis, coronary thrombosis and
the various risk facton are to a large

extent causally connected.

This, he said, was why he is in favour

of retaining the established term "risk

factor” rather than replacing it with the

concept "risk indicator.”

Professor Schaefer, on the other hand,

was only prepared to class as risk factors

those which are measurable in the con-

text of body and soul and can demon-
strably be shown to lead to the com-
plaint in question.

He felt it was important to draw a

distinction between risk indicators and
more tangible^ measurable factors which
can be taken as a sure sign that the pa-

tient is more likely to suffer from the

complaint than might otherwise be the

case.

Professor Schaefer referred in this

contaxt to Swedish work on identical

and unidentical twins which came to an
interesting conclusion. Unidentical

twins, it appears, stand the same risk of

suffering a heart attack as anyone else,

always assuming that risk factors were
the same.

The influence of classical risk factors

is extremely slight where heart attacks

among identical twins are concerned.

This might seem to indicate that heart

attacks are hereditary after all, despite

what Professor Ebstein felt.

The Swedish research project certainly

appears to prove that heart attacks can
be personality-linked. Thus the risk of
suffering from a heart attack would
depend to some extent on the emotional
make-up of the individual.

Heart attacks definitely do not come
like a bolt out of the blue. There are de-

finite hormone and other biochemical
processes that occur simultaneously,

consecutively, contrarily and whatever.

As yet they remain to be defined
clearly, but a clear definition will prove
possible sooner or later. Current lack of
scientific clarity is no excuse for making
do with conventional, hand-me-down,
relatively simple theories to explain how
heart attacks are caused.

Wiihelm Girstenbiey

(Hannoversche AUgemeine, 1 September 1977)

Towards the end of pregnancy too, he
added, drug consumption in 1971 was
three times higher tlian it had been in
1961. In his view too little is known
about organic processes that take place
dunng pregnancy for drugs to be taken
by a pregnant woman at positively no
nsk to the unborn child.

Medical science does not even know,
for instance, how the unborn child dis-
poses of medicirie or indeed the role
played in this process by the placenta.

Miscarriages may result, the professor
pointed out. So may deformities, growth
impediments or disturbed adjustment' to
life outside the womb.

As for . medicine taken during child-
birth, it may endanger the fab/s
chances of survival. Professor Hoevels
claims. The extent of, .damage done

Thalidomide lessons have still not

been learnt, warns doctor
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Doctor blames misi^

of‘cheer-up’ pills fo,

rising suidde rate

PUGWASH CONFERENCE

300 delegates attend this year’s

discussions in Munich

T he weather has been none too go

tliis summer and. on average tie

has been one suicide every three p
ters of an hour. In the letters they In

left behind suicides have actually

red to the nonstop rain as one of theta

sons why they have decided to eoJi

all.

They also refer to poor employ®

prospects, to poor prospects of ttd

peace and to the fact that the woiU'e

general is bad as contributory facton

Suicides have certainly increased i

number of late, and Professor HI
Bickel of Beme University attributed

increase to the misuse of medicinal

are intended to forestall suicide.

"A healthy individual will not ad
suicide,” Viennese suicide specialist b
fessor Erwin Ringel claim, and thisw
is widely shared.

Would-be suicides are invariably c

psychic trouble of one kind or anotk

The decision is usually taken in a sL*

of depression.

There is now a whole range of ifo

depressive drugs. They work by cheeriri

people up. Professor Bickel has diw

vered that most anti-depressives have i

two-phase effect.

They start by stepping up psycho-m:-

torial drive, stimulating activity and tb

powers of decision. Then they cheer

patient up. So the patient may feel th

urge to act before he feels less depw

ed.

If the worst comes to the wont &

may resolve to commit suicide. Hee

tainly has the means at his cominri

An overdose of the pills he has M

taken may easily have the desired efW

Professor Bickel feels the problem

an urgent one because depression^

increased by leaps and bounds in ft®

years. According to the latest WHO ft

tistics between three and five pw

«

of world's population suffer from ft#

ring bouts of depression.

This figure has long been overtare

Continued on page 14

This year's Pugwash conference met In

Munich. It It a group of scientists from

more than thirty countries who meet to

review problems arising from scientific

progress and the development of

weapons of mass destruction. At Munich

delegates agreed that disarmament alone

will forestall the danger of a third world

war.

gixty-five years ago," Philip Noei-

^Baker recalled, "I spent some time

in the sun, listening to music and laugh-

ter, and in happy friendship with young

Germans in Munich.”

He went swimming in the Starnberger

See, mountaineering near Kufstein and

felt happy in the years leading up to the

First World War.

Nowadays Lord Noel-Baker, 88, who

was awarded the Nobel peace prize in

1959, is more sceptical of an era that

was followed by two successive World

Wars.

More than 300 delegates at this year's

Pugwash conference in Munich gave

him a standing ovation, but his personal

recollections eloquently demonstrated

how Ineffective good will alone is in

bringing about international disarma-

ment.

Lord Noel-Bakcr described with a

note of resignation how he had been as-

sociated with the drafting of disarma-

ment treaties in the aftermath of the

First World War.

When every final detail had been set-

tled one solitary superpower boycotted

the agreement. It happened to be his

own country, Britain, which was more

influential in those days.

“It was strategic nonsense, as we all

pointed out at the time,” Lord Noel-

Baker recalled. He appealed to the Great

Powers to show common sense now at

least, in 1977. ‘‘Disband troops and des-

troy weapons of an offensive^nalurc

that serve purposes of aggression."

Such hopes, which have proved inef-

fective on more than one occasion in

history, were the keynote of the first

Pugwash public debate, whereas dele-

gates observed strict silence about what

was discussed in working parlies.

They were well advised to do so, or so

critics from their own ranks claimed

who no longer feel able to hide their

dissatisfaction with the current lack of

influence of a scientific pressure group

that used to be an effective force for

peace.

This country's Carl Friedrich von

WeizsScker likewise felt “completely dis-

illusioned” with the Munich Pugwash

conference, held exactly twenty years

after the first conference in Pugwash,

Nova Scotia.

Scientists do indeed seem increasingly

dissatisfied with what Pugwash has to

show for itself these days. Weizsflcker

may feel that governments mainly ap-

preciate these gatherings of “eggheads”

because they occasionally come up with

Ingenious solutions to specific problems,

but Dr Balevski, a Bulgarian delegate, is

significantly more self-critical.

Balevski reckons science has much to

answer for in having provided the

powers that be with the nuclear button

which can end life on Earth as we know

it at one fell swoop.

“We scientists will one day have a

most uneasy conscience,” he said. Ba-

levski is convinced that science is chief-

ly responsible for the future of Mankind.

Basically anxiety is the guiding prin-

ciple. "Were it not for anxiety, Mankind

would be unable to survive,” he claimed,

“but what a worry for everyone to realise

that a nuclear holocaust would leave no

one unscathed.”
.

Wcizs&cker, on the other hand, is

convinced the Third World War would

long since have been waged were it not

for the deterrent effect of the nuclear

counterstrike option, which he termed

"one of the most ingenious stratagems

scientists ever invented.”

In today’s deterrent balance numerical

considerations still have a major role to

play, but the qualitative arms race, the

race to develop ever more ingenious

weapons of mass destruction, is more

dangerous by far, Professor von

WeizsSckcr affirmed.

“Lasting disarmament is based on

technical equipment which isswiltly ren-

dered obsloletc,” ho pointed out, adding

that in his opinion “the Third World

War will begin on the very day the side

that starts it fa technically in a position

to win.”

Thus a number of delegates talked in

terms of disarmament and were obvious-

ly trying to salve their own uneasy cons-

ciences. Alexander Markov, head of the

Soviet delegation, sounded a warning

note about the neutron trigger sparking

off nuclear warfare.

Third World delegates, on the other

hand, felt concern about entirely differ-

ent problems. “Peace,” said Egyptian de-

legate Abdel Rahman, “has been men-

tioned a hundred times; justice not

once.”

He pointed out that security is very

much a matter of justice and fair play.

Talk of world peace means no more

than that a nuclear holocaust is virtually

impossible. A Soviet delegate agreed in-

asmuch as no one could hope to emerge

as the victor of a nuclear war.

Pugwash delegates from the socialist

countries may have been very much in

favour of disarmament, but they went

out of their way to avoid public mention

of human rights.

Officially no mention was made of

petitions on behalf of a former Pugwash

delegate who is currently in prison in

the Soviet Union. Petitions were circu-

lated unofficially.

“There can be no peace without plain

speaking,” Carl Friedrich von WeizsBc-

ker commented with the East bloc lea-

ders in mind, but he too took good care

not to be too outspoken.

He made do with expressing satisfac-

tion that mention had at least been

made of the human rights issue.

Rolf Henkel

(U'tlnci SUrtlt'Anfelger, JO Angus* 1977)

lepends not only on how much o(i

particular drug was taken at what

>f pregnancy, but also on- whether *

metabolic effect impairs the; child* v

reloptoeht.
. .

1

The failure to leam the Iessont *

thalidomide is not the only drsgrwj^

which the professor
.
choie to

Another is the incidence of death!

poisoning among children.
; jj

.
It is, he. said, “a disgraceful:

)f lack of readiness on the part of Pf

pie in .our civilisation
.
to learn

essons from the course of events*. .V-:

Every year between fifteen and

ihousand children 'in thfacounhfj
liiire' medical- attention after

poison of one kind or another. For ^

.

ween 200 and 300 of them media*
ilstance comes too late* •;

Half take medicines, half take ho#

hold substances such as 'dett|gerttM|

maini rearon why such tragedies,

the {Parents' are cafeless (n handlfagt^?

substances.
‘

•

*^
f 'JBjj;

(Fraakfurtw'Neui

Karl Engelhard, a company with a tradition of more

than 100 years in the manufacture of up-to-date and

high-quality drugs. Extensive production program for

finished preparations:

antibiotics

broncho-therapeutics

gastro - intestinal

therapeutics

mouth and throat
disinfectants

laxatives ,
analgesics

antipyretics

Our departments for research and development,

pharmaceutical technology and quality control - In

conjunction with production and packaging plants

aooordlng to the highest standard - guarantee high-

quality products.

Karl Engelhard

Pharmaceuticals • Frankfurt/M.
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New electric

INSECT KIUER
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BRASS GIFTWARE

Antique and modern

style brass articles

A wide range Is available
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Ask for details

and make your choice!

Old and new metalcraft

FRIEDRICH PETERS
P, O. Box 1242
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Federal Republic of Germany
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Hidden water everywhere, but

Arens knows how to it .-j

When ' Carl Arens, 62, from Atten-

dorn, a village in the Sauerland

region of Westphalia, goes for a walk he
occasionally jerks • as though he /had

collided.' with an electric fence or trod-

den! on,a live wire..-

• Arens himself is unperturbed. He has

Known the feeling since childhood. But

it is ,not rheumatism, it is water. Carl

Arens is a water diviner.

Were Arena, with his. gentle expres-

sion and pale blue eyes, to try to explain

the phenomenon, to a hydrogeologist the

scientist would probably. shake his head

in disbelief. There is nothing more un-

scientific. .

But the locals are used to' seeing Car]

Arens out and about with a forked hazel

twig or a pendulum. •The old man is

out divining again,” they Say to .them-

selves, giving die matter no. further

thought.

Most people know what a water divi-

ner is and does, even if they have never

seen one in action.
.
Carl Arens

1
.only

concession to modem technology is that

he now uses forked rods of metal be-

cause the twigs break too easily.

His is an age-old craft, but Arens is

not .given to mumbo-jumbo. What is

more, he delivers the goods, as he has

demonstrated on nearly eighty occasions

over the years. His latest find was for a

water board in the Ruhr.
Holes were bored at the points he in-

dicated - and up came the water, in

[some cases at a rate of 54,000 litres an

hour, from a- depth of betWeert
. Eighty

and a hundred metres (262-328ft).'
*

: Carl Arena Is particularly proud of this

achievement. It is his most successful
find ever and, for the time being at least,

a fitting climax to his career.

It all bdgan when he was a bby. Watet
Was running short .at the family home in

Attendom.
;
The pump in the yard

brought up'less and less water from an
almost empty well.

Arens’ father consulted a monk he
Jenew to be a water diviner. The monk
pulled a forked hazel twig out of his

vestments, walked round the. family’s

land and did indeed find another well.

Having done so he throw away the
twig. Carl, who had watched the proce-

,

dure from a distance, surreptitiously re-

-trieved the forked, ,twig and tried . his

.

luck, only fo discover that the twig
’

responded for him too!

He really made a name for himself in

1940 and 1942 When he went divining

not far from home on the recommends^

tionof a' nature. htSaler. and discovered

veins of heavy metal at a depth' of 6,000

metres (20,000ft). i! i

" The deposits' Wfere
1

so powerful that

they nearly blocked him Over. The Ar-

maments Ministry rushed a rig to the

spot and Carl Arens soon turned out to

havelocated uranium deposits.

Wlien the war Was oVer Carl Arens re-

turned to more peaceful,' civilian pur-

suits: But he Had made a' name fbi
1 him-

self as.'iaf afield as Cologne and' was

frequently consulted by housebuilders.

'

They were more than happy to kpow
where to sink a wpli if need by but their

main worry was that the house might

turn. out. to be perched on top of a sub-

terranean river or lake, with unforeseen

health consequences.

What they wanted, for the most part,

was for Carl ‘Arens to divine the course,

direction and size of subterranean water

resources so that they knew just where

they stood, as it Were. . . ?

.

This fear of underground water

courses as a health hazard is not such an

old wives' tale as you might imagine.

Scientists have proved that radiation em-
anating from the bowels of the Earth is

interrupted and diverted by subterranean

water courses; with the result that radia-

tion pan prove particularly powerful at

such points.

You can even see the repercussions of

these “geopathogenic” zones on Mother

Nature. Tree, trunks ere full of irregulari-

ties which are, in fact, cancer tumours —

•

or trunks are twisted and crippled..
~

At points where these phenomena are

observed electrical radiation potential of

the kind noted by Sir Michael Faraday

in 1831 is jo be found. L !

Animals too are ill at ease on top of.

an underground water 'course. Dairy’

cows were found to give poorer yields in'

new stables. After 6"further move their'

output returned to normal. They had.

been standing on: top of a subterranean!

water supply. ;

People too are Susceptible to the in-!

fluence, with doctors djagnoking blood
£binges,1 distutbances of: the central;

nervous system, cardiac upsets and an
above-average tendency to contract tu-'

moms.'

Men-' aild women
’

who have tried to-

get a night’s sleep

on such spots have

complained about'

insomnia,
.

flight-

mares, tiredness, the
;

shivers and attacks,

of nerves. Rheuma-
tism is aggravated

— the ground, is

colder, the air. dam-
per. Cold, damp, aif

rise?, chills, the sip-,

face of the skin and

upsets the circula- ‘

, ,
-

.

tion.
. /

Carl Arens recalls the story of a .sixty*

odd-year-old lady from Dellbrilck, Co-
logne, whoise doctors were therapeutical-

ly speaking, at their .wits’ end. Radiation;

they felt, [was thie only remaining expla-

nation of her complaint

A Cologne doctor eventually consult-

ed the Attendom water diviner. Arens
reckons the divining -fork responded
powerfully the moment he set foot in-the

lady’s house,,
,,

;.

Drilling revealed a strong flow of

water
,

beneath the bedroom floor at a

depth of only 2.30 metres (7ft 6in). The
water was diverted, the -woman recover-

ed.

Carl Arens claims to divine water at

depths of up- to 400 metres (1,300ft) and
to help his clients to save money., He
once located water for a LUdenscheid
firm that, saves the company roughly

100,000 deutschmarks a year. •

This was the annual water rate the

18 September 1977. Naim

'

-

.

5
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Amateur athletics WorldCup may
^ i: '

v
'

;;
:- :lteeonie a regular £yent

l^he amateur- athletitS i World^Qip United States with 120, this country'- [claimed that team s

(Tt pSered T Rheinstadton. with 112 and the real ,f Europe with) jurp^jnbh team

buraeldorf. from 2 to 4 September, .ltd 11^
Afrlca ,

0ceanla md Asia |

Carl Arena in action ' 1
• * !

. ;
(PhotoiA.h

cert There have been people for iti

he has gone divining, only to be m

packing as dn old fool. Yet thej ci

drilled holes St the points he h&di

cated -*- and struck water!

If he' had taken a fee every fimk

divined water Car) Arens .would pi#

be a riph man by now. But he has an

accepted cash payment.

[
pven ?o, it tickles his fancy to N

ine.that he might long since havek

a'.doilar millionaire if he had choseut

use his powers in the desert.

But he now feel he is too old tool

up his oraft in warmer dimes, BesMfti

would probably ruin his health. As iti

he, is so sensitive to bad weather that I

can sense a storm brewing horns beta

hand. His blood pressure plummets v

lie feels distinctly nervous.

:
.
Arens feels, moreover, that he still As

work to do 'In this country. He ufo

pates serious water shortages in the)*

ahead and, to judge by the prohlri

..that. are already arising, his foreoa

Seem alarmingly accurate.

espite many organisational mishaps and

Spsets a crowd which grew from one

day to the next evidently felt it was

riven value for money.

i Will the World Cup be held on a re-

gular basis? People wondered at Dllssel-

florf, but an answer is not so easily

riven. If, for instance, amateur athletics

World championships are held, starting

in 1983, the prospect of further World

tup contests will be good. "•

The World Cup has been a substitute

for and may prove, a precursor of regular

World championships, in which case

there might be a regular annual routine,

with the Olympic Games, continental

championships, world championships

and the World Cup in successive sea-

sons.
,

j

The pace of life grows more and more

hectic, training schedules grow increa-

singly punishing and it is asking a great

deal of amateur athletes to expect them

to wait four years from one Olympics to

the next for a chance to crown their ca-

mera with representative international

honours.

Of the four competitions env^ged

followed at a respectful distance, so it'

looked as though national teams were-

superior to their continental counter-

parts. They are obviously easier to moti-
.

vate. :

Yet in the women’s events the rest of ;

Europe came from behind in a thrilling

finish to show the GDR girls a clean

pair of heels.. Which would seem to be

ait exception to the rule.

But the explanation is easily found.

The rest of Europe joined forces with a

clear objective, that of beating the odds-

on favourites GDR.
There had been ample talk of the

GDR beating the rest of the world and

suchlike, and the rest of Europe really

need to join forces to stand any chance,

of beating the GDR’s women athletes

these days.

the rest of Europe took up the chal-

lenge, with the result that the GDR girls

won only five of the fourteen events as

against eight at Montreal.

The United States Was most unlucky

only to come second-best at Dilsseldorf.

With 35 seconds to go to overall victory

the World Cup is the only one that is Maxie Parks, running the lost leg or tne

rimarily a team event, so let us take a 4 x 400 metres relay, pulled a hamstring

[claimed that team spirit, friendship and

were outstanding*-

The World Cup, he reckoned,' was i

'wonderful. Yet the team representing

the rest of America were a mixed bag,

including athletes from countries as far

‘apart politically as Canada, Cuba and

Chile.

: Third World athletes may have seen

much of the action from behind the rest

of the field, but they too had their

triumphs. Perhaps the happiest victor,

excepting maybe Irena Szewinska, the

31-year-old grand dame of Polish track

athletics, was Mirots Ylfter, the diminu-

tive Ethiopian long-distance runner.

He won both the 5,000 and 10,000'

metres finishing both events with a

burst of speed that was a sight for sore

eyes. There can be little doubt that he;

and his fellow-athletes from East Africa:

will aonn be setting entirely new stand- !

aids In the long-distance disciplines.

The World Cup may have been pri-j

marily a team event but individual per-:

formances undeniably stood out. The US;

sprint' relay team set up a new world re-1

cold. J
Mirots Yifter in the 5,000 metres, Ed*

Moses in the 400 metres hurdles and

Irena Szewinska in the 500 metres nar-

rowly failed to follow suit.

In the men’s 800 metres the contest

between Alberto Juantorena of Cuba;

and Mike Boit of Kenya proved a real

thriller, while high-jumpers Rosemarie

Ackermann and Rolf Bellschmidt and

pole-vautier Mike Tully similarly just

failed to scale new world record heights.

Robert Hartmann

(Slut l
Barter Nachrlchten, 6 September 1977)

SprinterAnnegret Richterwants

Wolfgang Thiele as her trainer

fook at the DOsseldorf results.

In the men’s events the GDR came

Href with 127 points, followed by the

THE GAME OF KINGS

und had to retire.

The GDR won the World Cup as a

T he Amateur Athletics Association

will not bow to blackmail,” AAA
president Professor August .

Kirsch an-

nounced at a World Cup reception in

DUsseldorf.

[ This continent was in response to 1

September press reports that Olympic

100 metres gold medallist Annegret

Richter may consider postponing retire-

ment until the end of next season,

which is a European championships

year

But she will only consider doing so

result, and oven this
|

cuunlfY Stole A m^itBtrrTrtrcumsmriccs.’' And this is

march on the opposition, winning the
what p f0lT1pted an ashen-faced response

firm had previously paid. The water bill

is flow zero, the. only ex£a cost that of.

the; electric power for the water pumps
Supplied, as it[ happens, by Carl Arens. ‘ He advises, sceptics, to have a

Water divining is hard work. It has with a Koblenz monk 'wlio is a
“*

always been a strain on Arens, who suf-
' ' ‘

fered a heart attack three years ago. His
doctor told him to give up divining for

his health’s sake (but asked him to do
one last job for his medical practitioner

pefbre calling.‘it a day). •
:

(Jari Arens smiled at this advice and
has' chosen to disregard -it.,He still has » their wjV'egd they all consult me sod

divining rod at t|te: ready ! should .4be; er ;Ot ; fateri’V J-Ri clients range »
need arise, although his wife Etna, fre- breweries and water boards to comp*1*

quently tells him to throw it; away.
.

')
''

riid private! ,individuals.

f
Arens can understand people poking

’

’
Barbara aus der

fun! at him. What he cannotsstarid is.tje-
.

^tKpijiq- st*d$-An?eiger, 3 sepiemi*

• :i-
!Vs

i

S'**

*

relay and an extra nine team points to

outpoint the rest of Europe by 112

points to 111.

At all events the United Stales lost,

from athletics officials to news that

might otherwise have cheered them.

In a nutshell, the Dortmund girl is

only prepared to carry on for a 'further

wan a iv.uuicii£ uiuiik "

diviner arid -

d
’member of the water*

ners’ association. Arens is a great i®

rer of Fr Tembrok’s. “When he let®

the geologists they stay glued to v

-seats,” Arena, says.

Ridicule leaves him unruffled-^

*em laugh,” he says. “When they art i

I «...
\

' Whether unluckily or not, to the GDR. season provided coach Wolfgang Thiele,

.L :_ : - 1. _ !. ...M In tnooiir an * i . if.. tlia man cnnntpn

Chess sets manufactured In the beBt

.flame;

We specialise Ift Chestf^dhts b^ -'all'

kinds, offering high quality

Continued from page 12

From then on young Carl whs regular- by events, certainly . in tl)f industrialised! ;
, Suicide Tfl-te

Iy consulted by local people before (hoy

sank a fresh well. So ‘he decided' to
'

combine business with pleasure, served

his apprenticeship as a toolmaker arid

manufactured pumps- he sold to clients

[for whom he located water,

j
He still does, and the family' firm •

,has a payroll-,, of seyquteon, includ- ,

ing Carl Arens’ two sons, who unfortu-

nately have not inherited their father’s

[talent as a water diviner.

During -the, war other members of jiis

.

junlt soon learnt what it was like to have

’a water diviner in their, midst. While
they shouldered q .rifle at the very le^st,

[he saw active Service arnjed with no,

more than a forked' twig arid a pendu-

lum.

countnes. A survey conducted in a Ber-

lin factory revealed [not long .ago that

435 per cent of the. staff 'suffer from
“repeated boutl of [depressRjn for no ,

apparent reason”
1

Of the total population [of .midtown!
Manhattan, the inteBeCtuhl centre of
New York, no fewer than 23^ j

per cent

were recently fopnd; to -be dbressive.

Depression, everts agree, Is ^ typical-

ly paradoxial reaction to affluence and a

surfeit of everything. When it occurs In-

its milder form people just feel moody
and occasionally, or indeed frequently,;

take a gloomy View' of the
r
world.

„ Moodiness becomes depression when,
it

1

recurs frequently, and for no apparent!

reason or .when the. reason stated bears

no i logical relationship to the
psychic condition.

V ‘.I >1 '!

ners in general, and Intellectuals.

likev^ise
>s
freq\jent suffeiejAr. 5

y Numbew can ; only BeEstimated, i

as psychiatrists repeatedly lament,

victims, pffdepression are treated r

’betel practitlrinefs, ' who are often

a position to appreciate the seriou

another

.pVn

TinivardK/ u/p6k n«rii . . k . . uf ilkling 'with patienh

pi^son in six who suffers from depres-
ProfessOT iBidceF-haS ione’ iW®

^ b?hiTor^
nL*g treatment •Sta '**

dies by his or her own hand. ufA-i. ...-A jh a.nmn*fpav dmas.
* characteristic featere of chronfc d«-

‘

pression is that it Is ’eiidageSnbud,- dcrif-
‘

J

Iruot
unpredictably and for no apparent

reason. Women who live on their own
probably suffervUigsUircquently ftoni

,,

bouts pf; L<teprewion, teftt- '

‘to ' perritit a potential suiolde fr

cessfully taking an overdose.

goods

and quick deliveries
,
at‘vary fwour-

;

able prices. Our 'rtn^fels6 vlnfclildea

chess clocks, backgammon sets, Kubflrfr

:

Fu, table skittles, dominos^ Mikado,

dice beakers,' yB-yos .‘VarlBf-Put-

Togeffief-Sets ahd^other ‘116018. PtS

lured here Ib Just one sample of

our production. Bohemia la^spermg^

nent exhibitor at the NurtirtW.fa

;

International Toy Fair (Halt

and you'll also find ub at jhs Frenk^* I

turt 8prlng/Autumn Fair i* jtall 4,: ;|

Gangway Q, on 8tand 40702. '1 •?

We'll be glad to aupply further details

of the range and to quote for your

requirement*!*

.

•£* U.r
bohemia
The Chess Specialist

P.O. Box IS'-'-T'' f'-fi’-
•

D-6901 Helllgkreuretslnaclt

Nr. Heidelberg

-

W. Germany

.as* '-’J

and this mishap is sure to tngger an

impassioned debate on the other side of

the Atlantic. Uncle Saip will have no

intention of being trounced again by.

What, in comparison, is a pipsqueak

GDR.

Philosophising about luck and bad

luck |s
,

scant epnsojation for th? 1881 of

America, Africa, Oceania and Asia, how-

ever. As also-rans they could be excused,

jwllowiiig in. resignation

.

. Yet Herb McKinley of Jamaica,

I, . former Olypipjo gold,medallist and Rest:

"
America' team dfficial, surprisingly;

who currently trains the men sprinters,

is allowed to coach the women top.

Thiele, who has just qualified is an

athletics instructor at the Cologne sports

academy, is the man to whom Annegret

Richter reckons to owe her Olympic

gold medal.
;

She stated her terms during the finals

of the European Cup in He^inW, telling

officials Use Bechtold and Otto Klap-

Annegret feels she must have

Annegret Richter ^
(Photo: Nordbild).

running for one more season,” she says,

convinced that only he can motivate her

for a further duel with Marties Oelsner

of the GDR, who holds the 100 metres

world record of 10.88 seconds.

Annegret Richter feels humiliated that

Marties Oelsner benefited from ideal'

pert. Annegret teeis stie mun ure
Conditions to become the first woman in;

Wolfgang Thiele as her (and her team- ^ ^orld to run the 100 metres in
i

mates’) trainer. '• j-
3

under elevert seconds.
• “If he is given the job I shall cany on ,

. trainer Thiele noted m’

DOsseldorf, “is keen to prove that she is,

better than Matties Oelsner.”
. . !

As yet AAA officials are most reluc-

tant to meet her terms. They'feel oblig-,

cd, “in the circumstances,” to back the;

.3pUfc»v,«M
-thPUghi®. fit

i«$ee4 riot to hdve
,
me^

with hMFh'Sflwffir I

doubfc depend

tbihpifewxtent.piff
“

’

[

opyiion. The officials azd
r

announce their dedsion

^o1
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•
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